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Alum touts
book debut

U. students get
at <camj/
haveexperiencedadifferent life
than I have."
The program is hard work,
When roommates Sarah Smith
and lindsey (laub heard about a both women said, but is very
program that would allow them rewarding.
Anyone interested must go to
to live abroad working with military children for three months, an all-day interview in Toledo,
after which application is
they were eager to learn more.
And they were even more processed at the University of
interested when they found out Northern Iowa, the headquarters for Camp Adventure. The
i( would only cost about S600.
The program, called Camp all-day interviews are scheduled
Adventure, allows students to for Ian. 22 and Feb. 5.
Alter applicants are accepted,
work around the world at daythey must attend weekly traincamps for military children.
Now Smith and Gaub, both ing sessions in Toledo from 6-10
students at the University, wan) p.m. every Wednesday starting
to share the opportunity with Feb. 9 and complete 18 hours of
volunteer work with children.
others at Bowling Green.
"Those hours are pretty easy
Canip Adventure, a nonprofit
educational organization, trains to get because they have a list
approximately 950 students like of places you can volunteer —
Smith and Ciaub each year to and baby-sitting doesn't count,"
Gaub said.
work at the camps.
Toledo's group is the largest at
The program, Grab said, fits
her career aspirations perfect- any of the 11 training sites. Last
ly, but is a great experience for year Toledo's the program sent
157 volunteers into the field.
anyone who is interested.
Smith lived on a military
"I want to work with children
in the future — I ham always base in Hohenfels, Germany
wanted to be a camp counselor," and Gaub did the same in
Gaub said. "It was such a great Mannheim, Germany. There are
experience to be with kids that 150 possible sites.
By Carrie Whitaker
tOUOR-IN CHI!'

According
to
Camp
Adventure's
Web
site,
www.campadventure.com,
over 10,000 children participate
daily in the program, which was
created 20 years ago.
The children vary in age,
depending on which camp
the volunteer works for. Both
Smith and Gaub worked with
elementary aged students.
The cost can vary, Smith said,
depending on what students
need before living abroad. If
participants have passports,
CPR training and health
insurance the cost can be lower
than S600.
All volunteers must pay a
uniform fee, among some other
preparation costs.
Another perk, Gaub said,
is that the program awards
participants 12 credit hours
from the University of Northern
Iowa, which can transfer to the
University.
"Because the program
is
government-funded,
they pay 90 percent of the
schooling," Gaub said. "So
you only pay S285 for 12 credit
hours." Participants are not

Inspiration, Zimmerman said,
can be found all around you.
"I enjoy writing about the pec
lay Zimmerman of 1 Iuron, ()hio.
a BGSU Firelands alumnus, pie 1 know," he said. "I like to cap
met with students yesterday hire their character and personfor a reading and signing of his ality through dialogue. Fishing
recently published book "In Neck has remained constant throughout my life while the
Deep."
people and scenery
Zimmerman was bom
change—fishing takes
and raised along lake Erie
me to a new level .i
in Berlin Heights, Ohio,
level of perception."
among a family of fishers,
/ i in in c r m a n's
hunters and storytellers.
story is about soul
He graduated from
searching — learning
Edison High school
more about yoursell
in Milan, Ohio, and
by traveling abroad,
then served in the U.S.
1AY
meeting people you
military.
can relate to, coming
For a time, Zimmerman
ZIMMERMAN
of age and dealing with
attended classes at BGSU
AUTHOR
your insecurities,
Firelands College, where
I wauled lodo more
he was a student of Larry
Smith. Smith is also the director than tell a story of fishing," he
of Bottom Dog Press and is now said. "1 wanted it to be a human
story as well."
Zimmerman's publisher.
The most important aspect of
"To have a former student
produce such fine work and to the book is to share new ideas,
be able to help it reach a large Zimmerman said.
"1 just want to enlighten the
audience is rewarding — but lay
has done it all himself — with reader.'' he said.
Zimmerman's book. "In
the support of his family," Smith
Neck Deep" can be purchased
said.
This is Zimmerman's first book. Lit Amazon.com, by contactZimmerman's hometown of ing Bottom Dog Press at
Berlin Heights was an important Lsmithdog@aol.com or by
foothold for the beginning of his sendingSlfi to Bonom Dog Press,
story, which takes you back to his PO Box 425, Huron. Ohio 44839.
days of soul searching as a young
man trying to find his way.
AUTHOR.PAGE 2
By Michael Baker

FIRELANOS REPORTER

considered to be employees of
the federal government.
The benefits of the trip
are endless, Smith said —
including the opportunity to
travel around Europe and Asia.
"We went everywhere," Smith
said. "From the minute I got off
work we were already on our
way to the train station to go
somewhere."
But as fun as traveling can
be. Smith said, volunteers must
First focus on getting their work
done.
"I want to stress that yes,
traveling is great, but it is about
the kids," Smith said.
Gaub added that no matter
how one looks at it, the program is a unique opportunity
for Bowling Green students.
"I got to work with kids and
that is what 1 went to do. but I
got to go to Europe too," Gaub
said.
If you are interested in
hearing more about Camp
Adventure, contact Smith at
sarahrs@bgnet.bgsu.edu, Gaub
at lgaub@bgnet.bgsu.edu or
call the Camp Adventure office
at 419-530-5268.

HOLD'EM PARTNER

Halls fight for top
recycling honors
average of seven pounds
recycled per resident. However.
Battle of Recyclables has begun not far behind with an average
and Harshman has come out on 6.3 pounds recycled per resilient
top of the recycle heap for the are the Offenhauer low er&
All in the five-pound range
moth of October.
Battle of Recylables is not are Kohl, McDonald. Rogers and
your everyday conflict. Instead Konklin, wth Conklin on the
of international terrorists, the lower end with an average 53
targets are big brown recycling pounds recycled per resident
Kresicher and Founders tie for
containers. Instead of weapons,
people are shooting with cans, last place with only an average
bottles, paper and cardboard. 4.9 pounds recycled per resident.
Students can see how their
The battlefield is close to home
and is in native territory, happen- residence hall ranks on large
scoreboards located in the
ing here on our college campus.
This is the first year BGSU residence hall's main lounge.
residence halls are battling to dining facilities and also by
see who can recycle the most calling the Recycling Department
between October and April. at 419-372-8909.
While the event only measures
Freshman-filled McDonald to
the largely upper classmen-dom- recycled items collected between
inated Offenhauer Towers are residence halls, students aie
graded by the average number encouraged to recycle their mateof pounds recycled per person. rials on other parts ol campus.
"We've covered just about ev a J
Recyclable items are collected
from residence halls every week, comer of campus with recycling
weighed, and the total amount stations from classrooms and
divided by the number of computer labs to dining halls and
recreational centers,'' Wittig said.
students living in that building.
Battle of Kccyclahles began
With one month down,
Harshman Quadrangle has in October and runs through
stepped to the top with an April 1.
By Sarah Cox

CUES' REPORTER

Brian McRoberts BG Photo

POKER FACES: (From right to left) Brian Kurent and Kyle Renick play Texas Hold 'Em at Alpha Gamma Oelta's "Card Shark Night"
at the Union last night.

Watershed event addresses quality issues
By Sarah Cox
GUEST REPORTER

Residents who live, work or play
in the Tiffin area sub-basin of the
Sandusky River Watershed are
invited to come share their input
about how people can increase
water quality in the Sandusky
River. Students from Bowling
Green State University will host
the public meeting.
The meeting will take place on
Tuesday, Nov. 16, at the TiffinSeneca Public Library. Doors
open at 6:15 p.m. The evening
will be divided into two parts,
each run by a separate group

of students. The focus will be some background on the local
on rural issues from 6:30-7:30 area and helped the students
learn about the
p.m. The focus will
watershed movethen shift to urban
"This
is
a
ment that is occurissues from 8:00-9:00
p.m. Citizens are project that ring across the country. "This project is
welcome to attend
has been
a great opportunity
either session or parcompletely for a group of soonticipate in the entire
graduates to
program.
guided by to-be
get exposure to the
The students conthe
students."
grassroots movetacted the Sandusky
ment to improve the
River
Watershed
watersheds and what
Coalition's coordinaCRAIGWITTIG
it can do for the local
tor, Chris Riddle, for
help with their proj- ENVIROMENTALSTRAT community," Riddle
GIES INSTRUCTOR
said.
ect. Riddle provided

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weathcr.com

"This is a project that has
been completely guided by
the students," Craig Wittig,
Environmental
Strategies
course instructor, said. "Several
professionals have visited class
to help provide some technical
expertise, but students have been
given the freedom to develop
this project almost completely
on their own."
Following the meetings, the
students will prepare reports
that will be presented to the
Sandusky River Watershed
Coalition. The students will take
the public input and combine it

FRIDAY

WEDNESDAY

J id*

Partly
Cloudy
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Sunny

High:57"
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Debate over evolution rages
ByKnstenWyatt
1HI ASS0CII1ED PRESS

\n WTA — A trial opened
yesterdaj ova whethet a warning sticker in suburban Atlanta
biology textbooks that says evolution is "a theory, not a tai-t"
violates the separation of church
and state by promoting religion
The case is OIK' ol several
battles thai have been waged In
recent years In the bible Belt over

what role evolution sboukl pla)
in science books.
Cobb County schools put the
disclaimers in biology texts two
years ago alter more than 2.000
parents complained the books
presented evolution as fact
without mentioning rival ideas
about the origin of lite, namely
creationism.
\ group of parents and the
American Civil Liberties Union
then Bled a lawsuit over the
slickers, "it's like saying
everything that follows this shekel isn't true.'' said Jeffrey Sclnnin.
a parent who filed the lawsuit.
The sticker reads. "This
textbook contains material on
evolution Evolution is a theory,
not a fad. regarding the origin
of living things. This material

should be approached with an
open mind, studied carefully and
critically considered."
A lawyer for the school
district. Urjwood Gunn, said the
shekel was meant to "encourage
critical thinking" and said it did
not imply that evolution was
wrong. Gunn said it was silly to
consider the stickers a promotion
of religion
"It doesn't say anything about
faith. It doesn't say anything
about religion," he said.
But U.S. District Judge Clarence
Cooper asked Gunn why it is

necessary ib have a sticker clarify
evolution as a theory. "Why put a
sticker on the book when that's
already in the book?"
(iunn replied that school board
members were simply trying to
accommodate all views.
The first witness, parent
Marjorie Rogers, started the drive
to put the stickers in the books.
She said it was only fair to put a
small disclaimer in a textbook
where religious-based ideas
about the origin of life are not
mentioned.
I don't want the Bible taught

ThJg.tru'xHik containsm

Italian Evolution
m iTiin.l.

\ppttnni '■)
i ,,M i

») t—n'efl >/"'•»""'

ran* •x.imi

Bryant case
nears its end

in the classroom. But there is
a wealth of science that would
support intelligent design, and
that is not taught," she said.
"There should be a marketplace
of ideas."
The judge also heard from a
science teacher who said some
students point to the sticker
and argue evolution is "just a
theory. The sticker "diminishes
the status of evolution among
all other theories," said teacher
Wes McCoy. "I was worried. I
didn't want college admission
counselors thinking less of
their science educations, thinking they hadn't been taught
evolution or something."
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled
in 1987 that creationism was a
religious belief that could not be
taught in public schools along
with evolution.
The theory of evolution says
evidence shows current species
of life evolved over time from
earlier forms and that natural
selection determines which species survive. Creationism credits
the origin of species to God.
The trial, which will be decided by the judge, is expected to
last several days.

toddMcQueen AP Photo

STILL AT DEBATE: Jeffrey Selman. a parent who filed a lawsuit over
a warning sticker placed in Cobb County, Ga. school system science
textbooks that says evolution is 'a theory, not a fact,' discusses his views
on the school board's choice to question evolution. The warning sticker in
Cobb County textbooks that says a theory, not a fact,' was challenged
in federal court yesterday, as an unlawful promotion of religion.

SMOOTH TALKER

The civil case accuses the l.os
Angeles Lakers star of raping
DENVER
Attorneys for the the woman in his room at the
woman accusing NBA star Vail-area resort hotel where she
Kobe Bryant of rape said yester- worked in June 2003.
A felony sexual assault
day they might move her civil
lawsuit to California because charge against Bryant was
nl Colorado's strict limits on dropped in September after the
woman decided she could not
financial damages.
Lin Wood, one of the participate in a criminal trial.
Wood said if the plaintiffs
attorneys representing the 20year-old woman, said Colorado file a lawsuit in Orange County.
state law makes it difficult for Calif., where Bryant lives, they
a plaintiff to win more than would most likely drop the civil
suit filed in Denver federal court.
1,000 In damages.
"California law would provide The state law capping damages
our client with a significantly would still apply to a case heard
greater opportunity to be fully in federal court.
A civil lawsuit can be filed
compensated for the injuries
either in the jurisdiction where
she suffered," Wood said.
The accuser's attorneys the alleged harm occurred or
expect to decide whether to where the defendant lives.
The woman's lawsuit seeks
move the trial by the end of
November. An attorney for unspecified damages, and
Bryant, Pamela Mackey, did Wood said only that he thinks
not immediately return a call a fair amount would be "well in
excess of the Colorado cap."
seeking comment.
By Ion Sarche

THE «SS0CIA1EU PRESS

Midwest focused

AUTHOR, FROM PAGE 1

Bonom Dog Press is a not-forprofit cultural and literary organizatJon in operation since 1985.
They have published 90 books
of poetry, fiction, and literary

essays.
Utherwork by Zimmerman will
appear in the book "Heartlands."
which focuses on Midwest life
and an. The book is supported
in part by a grant from the Ohio
Arts Council.

STAY UP-TO-DATE ON FIRELANDS
EVENT ONLINE AT BGNEWS.COM

DAILY ADVISING TIP

Brian McRottrts BG Photo

STAND UP: Trevor D. Rueckert is one of several individuals still in the running for the title of the University's "Last Comic Standing."
Another event was held last night in the Black Swamp Pub. The next comic relief will take place on Nov. 15 in the Pub at 9 p.m.
Show up to cheer on your favorite comic and to have a laugh.

Juniors begin registering today for
Spring 2005!
Sponsored by Advising Network

\„rW>mM <«>;,.
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Ailtmuing The Art & Science
OfOynecologlc Care.
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•in appointment to
visit our new office
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al 970 W Wooster,
Suite 129
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THEATRICAL CO. BRINGS UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
SST Communications presents two nights of comedy
and drama designed to motivate audiences and
address cultural issues. The 'training' will begin tonight
at 9 o'clock for students and tomorrow at 8:30 a.m. for
faculty and staff. This performance is sponsored by
the Office of Equity and Diversity and is free to all.

CAMPUS

get a life
^^L

^r

The calendar of
hltp-J/ewnts.bgsaedu/

8a.m. -6p.m.
Design Exposition, Architecture
Union Galleries 322
8 ii.n i. - 5 p.m.
CMAI Annual Campus-Wide
Kwanzaa Celebration Ticket
Sales
The event features a presentation of the seven principles of
Kwanzaa, African dancing and
drumming, a soul food dinner
and door prizes. Admission is
S8w/ student II), S10 non-students and $5 children under 12.
Saddlemire424
H.i.in. Ill p.m.
BGSU Welcomes SST's
Theatrical Performers.
Kobacker I lull

Information Center.
Union 316

the University from Tuesday,
Novembers through Friday,
November 12,
(7JI/OII Multipurpose Room
3:30 p.m.
Empowerment Croup for
Women Survivors of Abusive
Dating Relationships
Student support group is a
space for women at all stages of
recovery to discuss their experiences and the patterns of abuse,
explore safety options, facilitate
healing and learn to recognize
cues to potentially abusive
behaviors and relationships.
Confidentiality is emphasized.
Hanna Hall 107
6-7:30 p.m.

11 ;i. m.
Back Bv Popular Demand...
SUSHI!
I 'minders Keepers Food Court
I IraJcu lapanese Restaurant and
BGSU Dining Services have
teamed up to bring you the

exotic taste of bash made sushi
Founders Keepers Food Court
II a.m. ■ ."i p.m.
American Red Cross
Bloodmobile
The Bloodmobile will beat

Catholic Newman ChibWeeUj
\ lifting. Ihe club is an official
student led BGSU organization
open to all students and other
members of the BGSU community.
St Thomas More Parish
6-8p.m.
How 2 Workshop, Texas Hold'em
you've seen it on TV, and now
you, too, can learn the game and
see what all the type is about!
To sign up, register at the

8 p.m.
Space Dreams - Our Quest to
Explore die Universe
Planetarium 112
9 -11p.m.
Movie: "Diet for a New America"
A film featuring the influences
of food choices on the environment.
Unhvrsity Hall 309
9 p.m.
Students For Organ Donation's
\u- you familiar with the number of lives saved by organ
donation?
Be part of an exciting and educational on-campus organization that heightens awareness
for organ donation and raises
money through volunteer work
of Ohio.
life Science Huilding 112
9:30 p.m.
Movie: "Anchorman"
Free Movie courtesy of UAO.
Union Tlieater
11 p.m.- 2a.m.
kl-Y Yearbook's Senior Night
Black Swamp Pub

www.bgnews.com
check us out online

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
Speakers present
Native issues
By Laren Weber
REPORTER

More is at stake than
bragging rights when Bowling
Green State University
competes against the rivals
at the University of Toledo
to become the third annual
Blood Bowl Champions.
BGSU has been the reigning
champion of the Blood Bowl
for the past two years, and
students will have a chance to
defend that title as the blood
drive kicks off today at 9 am.
in the Union's Multipurpose
Room.
The American Red Cross
is holding blood drives at UT
and BGSU to determine which
student body can donate
more blood. The drive is a
three-week long event that
started at UT Oct. 26 and
will come to an end at the
University Nov. 12.
ludy Pearson, manager
of communications for
American Red Cross Blood
Services in Toledo, said that
the competition aspect of the
blood drive adds an element
of fun.
"We found that the
community enjoyed competing," she said." It makes the
blood drive more fun and
adds the flavor of competition
to a very important program,
which is giving blood."
Donor
Recruitment
representative 1 jnda Hartman
said that roughly 970 people
need to donate to meet the
goal of 600 pints that has been
set for this blood bowl.
"The last two years we
have had 640 pints," she said.

"Realistically, we can hit and
go over that number."
Both Pearson and Hartman
stressed the fact that one
blood donation can save up
to three lives, and dial diere is
always a need for blood.
One common misconception among people is that
once blood is donated it lasts
a long time.
The red cells in the blood
last about 42 days while the
platelets last only five days,
Pearson said.
"There is no such diing as
artificial blood," she said. "It
is not a commodity like flour
or sugar that you can buy off
the shelf."
The American Red Cross
Blood Services of Toledo
serves 23 hospitals in 11 counties and strives to maintain
the quota supply of 300 pints
of blood for each day.
"All it takes is one or two bad
days, and then we'll be hurting
for blood," Pearson said.
The blood supply depends
entirety on the willingness
and generosity of people to
donate.
Maintaining the blood
supply is fragile and difficult
because it relies on volunteers
to donate," Pearson said.
The number of participants in the Blood Bowl at
the University has remained
steady from year to year, but
Hartman has been trying to
increase participation among
students and faculty this year.
"The main thing is to beat
UT for the third time,"

Native American \v\arciicss
Week continues on campus
today with speakers from
around the nation in 101
Olscamp Hall. Sponsored by
the Native American Unity
Council, this year's theme is
'Human 111 ing: Identity as
a Verb."
Speakers include: Steven
Pratt, a communications
faculty member at the
University
of
Central
Oklahoma; F<ldie Madril, a
member of the Pascua Yaqui

tribe of southern Arizona and

northern Sonora Mexico; Tony
Clark, American Stadies faculty member at the University of
Kansas and many more.
Speakers can be heard
in 101 Olscamp from
11:30-12:45, 3:30-4:45 and
5:30-6:45 p.m.. The speakers
will be followed by a Pow Wow
from 7-9 p.m. with the Mingo
Nation Drumming Group.
All events arc bee and open
to the public.

Did you
know...
Americans on
the average eat
18 acres
of pizza

BLOOD BOWL, PAGE 12

Greek
Office

SU

of Residence

Life

Order Of Omega and the Office of Greek Affairs
Would like to congratulate the following newly inducted members of Order of Omega for their commitma
to the Greek community's values and continued support ofBGSV's Office of Greek Affairs mission:

I Undergraduate
Ashley Alper
Bianca Arriazola
Jason Buckley
Anthony Calabrese
Aisha Cody
Fay Coleman
Stacey Elizabeth Coulter
Andrew Martin Crockett
Kate Freedman
Lindsay Elizabeth Hanisko
Ashley Harper
Lucas Hughart
Lacey Humbarger
Kathleen Kelty
Amy Katherine Kirk

Members
Greg Kohlrieser
Andrew Paul Lehman
Matthew Maurer
Marnie Molen
Jennifer Monroe
Andrew Mort
Scott Nicholas Pogros
Chris Prokes
Renee Rambeau
Andrea Kristen Ramirez
David Ruda
Megan Sebo
Leah Shaw
Anthony Zinni

Honorary Members
Mrs. Paula Ribeau - Assistant to the Vice
President for Student Affairs
Mrs. Jill Carr - Associate Dean of Students
Mr. Jeff Nelson - Director, University Bookstore
Eileen Marin
Jeffery R. Raker
Jennifer Main
Kevin Fleming
Bryan Figura
Andrea Obrochta
Patty Watters
Tiffany Davis
Kevin Thompson
Katie Baxter
Veronica Wilson
Nicky Damania

BG.SU Residence Life - Greek Affairs Mission
Building the premiere Fraternity and Sorority Community in North America utilizing continuous improvement thai
provides the following: 1. A quality undergraduate residential experience for the housed fraternities & sororities
2. A complete quality undergraduate fraternity and sorority experience that builds community among all Greeks
and that emphasizes our founding principles of: Scholarship Service ■ Leadership Brotherhood/Sisterhood
3. A Commitment to furthering the Greek Advising profession through a quality graduate preparatory
experience, research, conference attendance & presentation and national leadership.
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QUOTErxQnm:

OPINION

"I earned capital in the campaign, political
capital, and now I intend to spend it."
President Gauge W. Bush, announcing he wanted to buttress Social Security,
simplify the tax system, strengthen the canon ly, light terrorism and bolster
education.

U-WIRE KDITOKIAI.I DAILY COLLEGIAN (PENNSYLVANIA STATE l.l

Health care for same-sex couples

Finally, in 2004, Pennsylania
State University has begun
to consider treating all of its
employees the same in terms of
health benefits for employees'
domestic partners.
The University has recently
discussed expanding same-sex
benefits for employees' partners,
much in the same vein as the
University of Pittsburgh, which
offers its employees 'partners
health benefits regardless of theii
sexual orientation.
Currently. I'enn Slate provides

a minimal amount of benefits
to domestic partners through
the Employee Assistance Fund,
which allocates money upon
request tor emergencies, but
does not provide coverage for
what might be considered
non-emergency situations.
This fund is supported by an
anonymous donor who
specified dial the assistance be
available for all employees of
Penn Suite, without concern over
sexual orientation.
It's good that this fund exists,

but if Uicre's a non-emergency
situation, not everyone would Ix.'
treated the same. This is wrong
and not fair for Penn State
employees.
Opening up Penn State's
health care coverage to include
same-sex domestic partners
needs to be done to show the
university's support for the
lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender community.
Not approving this measure
would be a symbolic gesture dial
the University makes judgments

of its employees' lifestyles
To deny an individual a
privilege while others who work
across the hall or right next door
are able to enjoy die comfort of
knowing a hospital or doctor's
visit will be paid for simply
because they fit the 'status quo'
is ludricous
We live in an era that
supposedly revels in promoting
social justice and the eradication
of discrimination.
So why is Penn State behind
the times? Shouldn't providing

a healthier and more inclusive
environment for everyone be at
the top of the University's
priorities?
Undertaking such a task
might require more money, but
overall, would attract a more
competitive and comprehensive
faculty, who might have
otherwise chosen another
university that lacked a
discriminatory policy.
Somediing that levels the
playing field shouldn't be under

consideration - it should be
implemented as policy.
When did the right thing to do
become a matter of policy and
politics? The University should
make the decision to change its
policy so that it has equal health
care for all employees.
It's time to take a step forward,
look equality in the eye and be
on par with other universities
that realize we should treat all
employees the same, regardless
of sexual orientation.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE Democracy needs
0NTHE STREET participation
Hallmark
forgets women
veterans

\n icricans exercised the right
to vote last week. Thank a
veteran lor that. Don't forget to
thank die female veterans too!

MARY PAVLOV
STUDENT

Upon a recent visit to a
Hallmark store, I realized thai
blatant sexual discrimination
exists in veterans Day card
selection.
Several cards are available
with specific titles for male
veterans (for husbands, brothers,
sons, lathers and grandfathers)
I am a student at Bowling
but no cards are available for
Green and have been very
disappointed widi the paper
women with specific female
through this whole election.
titles.
We are at a college where
There arc one or two generic
many diverse people attend.
card titles for female
Your newspaper seems to
veterans such as "To a
concentrate on "bashing" Bush
courageous woman".
and making liberals look great.
After realizing this discriminaNot all people who attend diis
tion, 1 went to every Hallmark
store in the Toledo area to look at school are liberals. Being a
conservative, I am very
the Veterans Day card selection.
disappointed in the paper and
Every store was the same
how it's so biased.
- several cards available that are
There are some people that go
specific to men but NO cards
to school here who are
specific to women.
open-minded and don't enjoy
I am completely outraged by
reading this nonsense every day.
this!
This is a college paper and
Women have been serving
should publish many different
in the Armed Forces for over 50
ideas and views, not just one.
years.
1 don't read BGNews to read
Of the military personnel
every article criticizing what I
killed in the Pentagon on Sept.
believe in. 1 read it to get news
11,45 of them were women.
and facts, not to get upset over
In fact, my modier was a Gulf
ignorance that is printed.
War veteran before she died of
You should realize that many
breast cancer earlier this year.
different students and faculty
I cannot believe dial a major
read your paper, so take that into
corporation such as Hallmark
does not acknowledge women in account next time you want to
print lies.
this capacity.
Instead of making fun of Bush
I have filed a complaint with
and crying over the lost,
each I lallmark store manager,
congratulate him.
Hallmark headquarters and my
We are one country that needs
Congressman, Paul Gilmor.
to support each odier. He has
1 will not rest until women are
done a great job overall in the
recognized equally in this arena.

last four years and will continue
with another great four years
with everyone's support.
Democracy prevailed and
your "great" John Kerry lost,
lime to get over it and support
your nation.

"Does world opinion
of America bother
you ?•'

JENNIFER SACHA
STUDENT

Liberal bias
affects support Thanks to all
for Bush
for a contested
Election Day
Now that the results of the
election are in, I have a few
people that 1 believe deserve a
lot of thanks.
First off. 1 would like to thank
everyone in the Republican
Parry for their highly-competitive and closely fought contest.
You ran an excellent campaign
and had a host of very accomplished and strong candidates.
Congratulations.
I would also like to send out a
huge thanks to the Democratic
Party.
First and foremost, John Kerry
and John Edwards. Also F.ric
Fingerhut, John Mura, Scon
McCarty, BGSU's very own
Nathan Nickens and Mathew
Lyons, every other candidate
who worked so closely with
die BGSU College Democrats,
everyone at the Wood County
Democratic Headquarters, and
every candidate across the
country who ran on the
Democratic ticket.
We believed this country
needed a new direction and a
fresh start. And for the past two
plus years we have been working
together to achieve just that.
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JEREMY BARBER
JUNIOR,
SPORTS MANAGEMENT

"Hell no, bow down
to us."

BOB KRAFT
JUNIOR,
SPORTS MANAGEMENT

"I second Jeremy's
opinion."

WL
ZACK CAMPBELL
JUNIOR,
SPORTS MANAGEMENT

"Who cares what they
think?"

jjflt^jm^^^

BRANDON WILLIAMS
JUNIOR, DIGITAL ART

"It should affect how
we act."
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I won't lie to you. Wednesday
was not a good day for me. It's
never an enjoyable experience
to watch your candidate lose,
especially when you invest
yourself emotionally and believe
your man will come out on top.
That rainy Wednesday
afternoon, some people cheered.
Others sulked. Still others plotted to move to Canada or create
their own respective nations.
But the important thing to
remember, regardless of whether
you supported President Bush
or Sen. Kerry last Tuesday, is that
now is not the time to stop being
politically involved.
The Presidential Election of
2004 did us as American citizens
a great service. These elections
got people to invest themselves
into the American political
process - people who may have
never been involved before.
Citizens packed rallies and
waited for hours in crowded
lines to cast their ballots.
America saw a renewed faith
in the power of each individual
\ one to influence this country.
As the campaigns took their
respective courses, both candidates acknowledged that the U.S.
has some serious issues to tackle.
These issues affect us as
Americans - not Democrats or
Republicans, nor any party in
between and on the peripherals
of the political spectrum. We
cannot allow partisan politics to
stop us from making a resolute
effort to understand, address,
and attempt to resolve them.
Our public education system
is weak compared to other
developed nations, in international ratings of high school
graduates, the U.S. consistently
ranks much lower than other
developed nations such as Japan
and much ofWestem Europe.
Our children are not less intelligent than children in lapan, nor
do we have insufficient resources to educate them. There is no
excuse for our consistently
inferior education systems
Education gives people the
resources for empowerment,
and helps them be productive
- a better education system
helps ensure the strength of this
country in the future.
Also, our economy has not
recovered from its recession.
For us as students in Ohio — a
state having one of the worst
economies in the country - this
is a serious concern.
If we expect to see jobs after
graduation - and many of us
know we won't, at least not right
away - this needs to be among
our top concerns. If you aren't
especially concerned about die

m

CHELSEA
SNYDER
Snyde Remarks

nation's economy, you can at
least be concerned about your
own economic prospects.
As we speak, millions of
Americans are lacking basic
health care. Other nations have
found solutions to this problem.
The failure to have basic
health care for all American
citizens does not reflect the
hopelessness of this goal - it
reflects a need for innovative
thinking and new approaches.
The war in Iraq remains at the
forefront of our political focus.
Regardless of whether or not you
support the war, the bottom line
is that the U.S. is, and will continue to be, involved in Iraq. We
may or may not have originally
had reason to be concerned with
Iraq, but now have real, tangible
reasons to be worried: explosives
are missing, guerilla and rebel
forces are attacking American
and Iraqi troops, and we have
alienated ourselves from
long-time American allies. These
are not petty problems.
But there are also reasons to
be hopeful. We have been told
that there will be 125,000 Iraqi
troops trained by the end of the
year, as well as elections in Iraq
at the beginning of 2005. Our
American troops and the Iraqi
people are depending on the
support of this country, even
if you don't support President
Bush or his motives.
Without a doubt, the next four
years are going to have a major
impact on history, and people
were right to take these elections seriously. As a nation we
need to continue in this direction by staying as informed and
involved as we were prior to Nov.
2. Read the newspaper. Write
your representative in Congress.
Be involved with
political groups that support
your beliefs. This campus has
dozens of student organizations
that lobby and fight for their own
causes. These groups - and the
exchange of ideas and different
ideas that they promote - are the
keystone of a strong democracy.
Our democracy is based on
people being actively involved
with their government instead of
sitting idly by and allowing
decisions to be made for them.
No matter whom you voted
for in this election or why,
America is still your country
post-election, and you have both
a right and a responsibility to be
involved in molding it.
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Give Bush the chance to lead us
ever in human history to office
should be commended.
- is as crooked and deceiving as
Similarly, George W. Bush
Michael Moore would have us
has chosen to lead our nation
believe.
based on his judgment,
Only from optimism can
Guest Columnist
character, and faith (which I
hope be reborn in this divided
realize many disagree with) and
The great John K Kennedy
nation.
with so much hatred towards
I ask that you, if only for a
infamously stated "A man does
him he was steadfast in his
what he must - in spite of
moment, take the president's
choices and beliefs.
words as t/uthful. "To make Uiis
personal consequences, in spite
Now I ask the nation that
nation stronger and better 1 will
of obstacles and dangers and
same question... 1 lave you ever
need your support, and I will
pressures - and that is the basis
thought that maybe he is
work to earn it. I will do all I
of all human morality."
fighting for what he believes in?
can do to deserve your trust."
Over half of Americans felt
As Sen. Kerry was deeply
Because our president needs
the same on Election Day, and
convicted then, George W.
America to he behind him. We
whether they agreed with the
Bush's actions have given us the
must reunite, and only through
president or not, on issues of
same sense of dedication to a
confidence in the man who
morality and the way he
belief.
leads our nation can this be
chooses to lead and be
Similarly, as so many people
attained.
sustained through his faith, "We then and now despise the
The great IFK also once said
the people..." decided the 43rd
Senator for his stance against
"Ask not what your country can
president of the United States
the inhumanities he believed
do for you, ask what you can
should remain in office to be
needed to be stopped, nearly
du lot your country." Today,
the "would-be" 44fh.
half of America has accepted
this means rallying behind our
Once, in conversation with
the position that W. Bush is a
president and becoming one
my mom a few weeks ago, I was bible-toting war-monger who
nation again.
in mid-rant complaining about
only has regard for the
For nothing can be
the Democratic
multi-billion dollar
accomplished through the
candidate and how he could
corporations overseas that we
pessimism that has bred
be the leader of the U.S. armed
have outsourced our jobs to.
through the election season. I
forces after fighting for (through
Without denying (although I
plead that we will follow die
his address to the Senate) our
want to very badly) these
noble advice of Sen. Kerry as
enemies in the Vietnam War.
positions I only ask those of
he honorably recognized a
She stopped me, asking,
you to question in your heart
courtroom battle for the White
"Well, did you ever think maybe
whether or not you believe the
House would not be in the best
he was fighting for what he
president of the United States
interest or advancement of the
believed in?"
loves this country.
greatest country in the world.
I immediately re-evaluated
And as Sen. Kerry honorably
As one nation, indivisible,
my conscious thoughts, if not
served in Vietnam as a naval
under (whichever...) (tod (...you
through my words, during
officer, the president (in my
may believe in.)... trust again in
that conversation. After all that
"evil-conservative" opinion) is
the presidency.
would give my mother too
attempting to protect America
This, Mr. Kennedy is what
much satisfaction and gave
by fighting the insurgents in
each individual can do for
Kerry the benefit of the doubt.
Iraq before they (Al Qaeda)
their country: give out leadei a
If he was fighting for what he
have a chance to organize
chance to move us forward.
believed in, which he obviously
another 9/11.
For what kind of nation will
I tear most of you believe the
was to take so much abuse
we live in if we don't!1
from many of his fellow soldiers, man we have elected president
(lot! Bless America..
he stood strong, and so he
- with the most popular votes

NICK
PIETRAVOIA

Christian values and politics
LOUIS
SCHUH
U-Wm Columnist
Some of my friends and
acquaintances are baffled by
the election results. Especially
disturbing to them was the
number of people who said
moral values was the most
important issue in deciding
their vote.
These friends seem to
believe any imposition of
morality upon the populace is
a violation of rights, ami they
certainly view voting based on
religious morality as a violation
of church and state.
Since my religious beliefs
play a great role in my political
opinions, I feel compelled to
defend my right to make
decisions based on these
beliefs.
From a practical standpoint,
a vast majority of Americans
on both sides of the aisle would
agree that morality has some
part to play in making political
decisions
To drive diis point home,
let's consider a favorite issue of
liberals - welfare. It's fairly clear
that a major reason for welfare
is a belief that a government
has a moral duty to provide for
the basic needs of those in the
country who are less fortunate.
Indeed, the case for a
welfare state becomes very
weak when you remove this
moral imperative.
My friends would defend
this moral duty to help the
poor, yet they would still argue
against people making
decisions based on religious
morality. Why?

Clearly it is not a concent
about imposing morality upon
people. The supporter 01
welfare Imposes his morality
upon those who oppose welfare
Not Is it a concern about
avoiding rights violalii ins.
In ,i welfare slate, those who
oppose it are forced to give up
their money (a fundamental
pan of their right to property)
to fund an institution they
would mil voluntarily support.
One argument I have heard
these friends make is that
making decisions based on
religious morality is a violation
of the separation of church and
slate.
We must consider what
separation of church .mil stale
means in America.
It is not the extreme form of
secularism present in France.
The American ideal is centered
in the idea ol'religious
freedom, which is expressed
in the First Amendment.
American separation of church
and state means that the
government "shall make no law
respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof."
I do not believe thai this
clause requires government to
reject n'ligious arguments when
making moral policy decisu ms.
As long as that law is neutral
in effect towards religion, the
religious motivations of many
of the law's supporters should
not matter.
further, let's consider what
rejecting religious morality
would mean. It would mean
that those who believe in a
policy because of their
religiously based morality could
not support it on diose grounds.
In essence, it would require
believers to either lie

disingenuous about why they
support a policy or not support
it at all.
Those who support
moralities not band in religion
are allowed to |X'rsist in their
belief. This is dearly a
persecution of believers.
1 think it is also important
to note the great benefit that
America has received from the
religious
Main people ni strong
religious convict* ms fought lor
both the abolitionist and Civil
Rights movements because
they believed all humanity is
equal before God.
I think it is hypocritical that
some people would applaud
believers who supported equal
rights because of their betters
hut then would try to deny
believers the right to use their
betters to make decisions on
the sacred right of marriage.
Morals play a large role in
policy In America today, and
the major source of morality for
many people is religion.
Religious morality should
have a role in shaping policy in
America,
To remove religious morality
from the public sphere would
persecute people of faith.
toning them to reject their
morality while making
political decisions, while
others are free to make political
decisions based on their own
in inreligious morality.
So 1 say to my friends,
respect my right to take
political stances based on my
religious betters.
I will respect your right to
make decisions based on your
personal morality.
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All kinds of liberals must unite
It is too simple to label all of
these voters as ignorant bigots.
Granted, some of them are and
11 ieii leaders most certainly are
U-V/ire Columnist
- look at the new senators in
Oklahoma, South Carolina mni
The re-election (or initial
Indiana if you have any doubts
election) of George W Bush
-but there has to be some need
last week has sent shock waves
or chord that Bush and the
through the Madison left and
conservative right are fulfilling
liberals across the country.
or touching.
Bush's victory in the
Bigotry isn't formed in a
popular vote and the increased
vacuum - it is based on deeper
Republican majorities in both
issues of fear, Insecurity,
the I louse and Senate have left
misinformation and power.The
a wake of confusion, despair
significance of moral values,
and anger.
the gay-marriage debate and
1 jherals are left with a whole
women's rights are reflective
series ot questions ranging from
of broad insecurities about the
"What are people thinking?" to
social order, insecurities that
"What is the future for progrescross the ideological divide.
sives?" Many believed ibis was
In the end, the conservative
the dine that most Americans
right did a better Job of
would not support a president
articulating a clear vision of
who lied about and began a
social order. The left did no!
pre emptivewar, never found
present a vision to its base that
Osama bin Laden created a
united economics and social
massivedeficit and presided
justice. There is a major logical
over an economy with net job
problem when the party or the
loss in a period when hundreds
super-rich - recall Bush's line
i if thousands of Americans lost
some call you the elite, I call
health insurance,
you my base" - is also the party
Yet In spite of the evidence
of the rural poor and of
that this administration has
economically devastated parts
been bad for most Americans
of the country
on concrete issues, il the polls
The conservative right has
are to be believed, many people
pulled off a coup In getting
voted based on "moral
■moral values" to trump
values" and "honesty." There
practical economics. Wal-Mart
has always been a sense of
workers with no health
confusion on the left and a lot
insurance and low pay should
of discussions in the last week
not be voting Republican
about how killing people in an
because of the same-sex
unnecessary war, the death
marriage issue.
penalty, a punitive criminal
The divide has shown that
justice system and taking away
there must be connections
civil liberties and rights from
drawn between labor rights
lesbians, gays, women and
and social rights. The labor
people ol color can possibly fit
movement and the women's
into any religious or moral code
rights, civil rights, and gay
While many people have
rights movements cannot
been accurate in pointing out
afford to be divorced from one
the hypocrisies of these
another. White liberals and the
positions, we have been too
middle class have to get out) if
quick to brtish off what they
academia and engage with Ch il
represent.

KATE
MCCORMACK

SELff^

rights and crass struggle. The
black community has to deal
with homophobic tendencies,
and all parts with women's
rights.
[here are calls now fbi
uniting the divided nation. This
sounds suspiciously like settling
for the status quo and
accepting whatever
mediocre platform the
Democratic party has to offer
in loin years, I foeralshaveto
get out and provide something
for the rural working class
voter, engage with and expand
the moral vail* -debate and
push the Democratic party to
a new level. We need aievital
bed arid effective union movement that's going to win gains
for workers again. We need to
reai houl to rural women and
work on health care initiatives
Instead of staying silent, we
need to keep complaining and
take action maybe we need
to go back to where we came
from or go out to places we
never thought we wanted to go.
We need todiscovei what sort
of chord the Republicans are
sinking and articulate a new
vision ol hopeful, transcendent
change to countei the conservative religious movement.
Liberals from all walks have
to get out and, by hell oi high
water, start helping ton
positive change on the ground
and stop believing that the
country is doomed to bigotry.
We need to engage the winking
i lass and fight for laboi lights,
simultaneously fighting against
other forms of prejudice and
oppression.
This election has shown the
divided nature ol this nation
and, among othei things,
revealed the fallacy of just
waiting tor Ideas of social
justice to trickle down rather
than getting out and fighting
for them,
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LETTERS,FROM PAGE 4
Vbu took our concerns to
heart and fought with cveiv
ounce of soul thatyou had to
make our hopes of equality
and prosperity more than just
a dream, hut a reality. For your
efforts we wiD be forever
grateful and we will never forget
the sacrifices you made.
lasi but definitely not least
my biggest rhank-you goes to
mv leilow College Democrats.
[his was the first election I

was actively involved in and
I couldn't think ol another
group of people who 1 would
rather have been in die political
trenches with.
For the past three months
we have been waging an uphill
battle. But, through it .ill we
survived every salvo that was
lobbed our way.
In the wake of election eve
and through Election Day we
w ere standing outside in
50-degree weather getting
soaked to the core from a
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Are you content with the Status Quo?
They weren't,

...and neither are we.
Learn more about the timeless values and the
progressive achievements of Sigma Nu fraternity.
Tuesday November 9lh 7-9pm Dodgeball in Perry Fieldhouse
Wednesday November 10,h 6:30-°pm Casino Night at Conklin Lounge
Thursday November 1 llh 8:30-10:30pm Climb the Rock Wall
For more info, please visit www.BGSigmaNu.com or cemalon@bgnel.bgsu.edu
Kitchen Open til 1:30AM

Is it in you? ^IVi3" Sigma Nu?

(carryout available)

'

November rain going on two
oi three hours sleep and being
fueled by bad coffee you did
made a difference, and building
on itself, we go on to make a
difference another day
I promise you, thai time
will come rhetimewiH come,
the election will come when
your work and youi ballots
will change the ..mid, and it's
worth fighting for.

DAMIEN CLARK
STUDENT
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*

NOAdm in is tro tion Fee

•

NO Application Fee
*

NO Security Deposit

*

*

FREE Food All Day!

Don't get caught
with your pants down!
We are filling up fast for
next year!

*

FREETanning
Individual Leasing
FREE Pool & Hot Tub
FREE Water &Parking
FREE 24 Hour Fitness Center
& Computer Lab

STERLING UNIVERSITY
COLLEGIATE RESIDENCES
706 Napoleon Rd • 353-5100

www.sterlinghousing.com
■

An SUH Community.
SUH is a Trademark of SUH Int.
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BRIEFING
Pope wins MAC West
offensive player of
the week award
Bowling Green running back
R). Pope won the MAC West's
co-offensive player of the week
along with Eastern Michigan
wide receiver Eric Deslauriers.
Pope ran for 205 yards and
three touchdowns in the
Falcons' 52-0 win over Western
MichiganSaturday.
He leads all MAC backs in
yards pei carry (7.0), receptions
(36) and receiving yards (352).

Newson wins MAC
West defensive player of the week award
Bowling Green safety Keon
Newson joined I'ope, winning
the defensive player of the week
award for the MAC West.
Newson finished Saturday's
game against Western Michigan
with t> tackles and a careerhigh two interceptions, both
HI which were in the redzone,
helping the Falcons to their first
shutout in three years.

Radcliffe
proves
doubters
wrong
JIM
LITKE

TUESDAY
November 9,
2004
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Women claim MAC
title; shutout Central
By Danielle Tanner
SPOUTS REPORTER

The liGSII women's soccer
team went from underdogs
to champions Ibis weekend,
claiming the Mid-American
Conference Tournament crown.
The eighth-seeded Falcons
beat Western Michigan in a 4-1
semi -final game before hauling
third-seeded Central Michigan
to 2-0 shutout victory.
The MAC louinament title is
the Ftdcons first ever and allows
the team to move on to the
NCAA tournament. The squad
made it to the championship
game in the MAC last year, but
was unable to win. Last years
loss makes this year's win that
much sweeter for the team.
i lead coach Andy Richards
voiced the team's excitement
about making it to the N( AAs.
"It's
unbelievable,''
Richards said. It's just that
exciting We do tremendously

AP Columnist

well when we're under pressure
Whoever we play [in the NCAA

Over one DI the toughest
courses the marathon oilers,
against one of the strongest fields
ever assembled Paula Radcliffe
ran the waj she always does like
,i metronome,
Plenty ol other things looked
familiar .is she raced through all
file New York boroughs, unhid
inglierbib, No. IT 11, the number
Radcliffe wore when she stunned
the tunning world with bet fust
win in 1 oiulou two years ago.
But II wasn't until the final
200 • yards, when she finally

Tournament!, we'll give them a
great game."
I he PakXHIS definitely gave
Western a great game, alter

pulled away from Kenya's
Susan Chepkemel and into the
clear, that anybody — Radcliffe
included—could be sure
In ^UgUSt, she was silling on

a curb In Athens barely three
miles from the finish line ol
the Olympic marathon in 100plus-degree heat, holding her
head in her hands. She W8S .i
prohibitive favorite to win there.
RADCLIFFE. PAGE 9

playing the Broncos to a 2-2
tie in the regular season. Krisly
Coppes opened scoring early,
scoring4:15 Into the match on
an assist from Natalie Sampiller.
Fifteen minutes later, Westerns
Andrea Ivler scored to lie the
game.
In the second half. Coppes
Was far from finished, giving
BG the lead at 61:46. Megan
Rapp had the assist
I be
falcons had several opportunities in I he half, converting again
with ti:4ll remaining. It was
Coppes again on a one timei
bom Britt Anderson, completing the firsl bat trick in BGs
MAC Tournament history. IIC's
Kiltie I'iening also gol in on the
scoring action when she1 SI i ireel
an unassisted goal with just
under live minutes remaining
in the match to seal the victory

Youth
brings
wins to
BGSU
By lason A. Dixon
s C NIC0 REPORTER

Ben Swanger 6G News
IN THE CLEAR: Junior midfielder Leah Eggleton controls the ball against Miami on October 8. She had
an assist in the tournament finals against Central Michigan to help lead the Falcons to victory, 2-0.

for the Falcons
Despite the convincing win,
Richards gav eWestern credit for
ahard-fougbl game.

■ Western! played very, very

well.' he said.
Be i keeper .Mi Shingler was
solid in goal for the learn with
seven saves in a complete
match effort
Sunday, the learn fat ed
Central in their second
consecutive appearance in the
tournament finals. Shingler
held the cbippewas scoreless
on her way to a career-high 11
saves in Ihc shutout.
I be team had no trouble on

the offensive end asGina Rossi
put the Falcons on the board
at 22:02, burying a pass from

Coppes in the( cntral goal, lust
over six minutes later, Nikki
PucOlo provided the insurance
goal from inside the ho\. lulie
Trundle and Leah Eggleton had
assists on the play.
Richards said the squad
talked about focusing their
mentality at the half, lit I staved
strong mentally in the second
half, not letting Central edge

back into the game

it's so exciting for us," Richards
said alter the game. "I using last
year's game was a huge motiva
dona] force Vou don't want to
be on the receiving end of a loss
in a championship game after

doing it the year before."
Richards credits the team's
depth and versatility With car
tying the team this far in the

post-season.

"Our mentality was first
class. We defended very hard,"
Richards said.
Their tough defense and
steady offense helped the
squad make history as the
low est seed to ever win the MAC

"We have some ke\ players
but we also have a lot ol cithei
talent. I hat's one ol 'the factors
that has enabled us to do so
well this year," he sakL
Molly Bremen, Coppes
I'ucillo, and Aslilev Went/el

tournament

were all named to the MACS All

"It's hard lo put it into words,

Tournament Team.

Freshmen usually come into a
Division 1 volleyball program a
step slow, inexperienced and a
little naive as to what lies ahead
during the first year,
But average newcomers, thev
arcril.
Bowling Green States true
freshmen core of Kendra Halm,
Maggie Karges, Madeline Means.
Elizabeth Simon and Stephanie
Swiger all refused to adhere to
the conventional wisdom and
the falcons are richer for it.
Head coach Denise Van De
Walle said thej were all good
coming out of high school and
have continued to mature.
"Our five pure freshmen
have progressed a great deal In
differing and various ways since
we started practice in August."
she said. "Not even on the
improvement side of things, all
five of them are so easy tocoach
and great learners of the game
and all of them are eager to gel
really good at this level.''
lit 'SO lo?t Six seniors from last
years 12-21 squad, who combined to play in a total of 1,11157
career games for the Falcons,
Although the departures have
been largely overshadowed by
the freshmen's steady development, which has been a big reason why the Falcons are 14-12
and 7-7 in the Mid-American
I onference, according to head
coach Denise Van De Walle.
"They have been very
important to our success this
year, because we had six open
spots." she said. "It's been very,
very, very important to count on
them to do a good job.
"It's not that thev could just
come in and be average, because
we've asked them to come in and
VOLLEYBALL. PAGE 8

Hockey fights back to tie
Women's basketball
destroys All-Star squad
By Kevin Shields

SENIOR REPORTER

The Falcons won by
41 points in their first
action of the year.
ByWSCuritore
SP0RIS REPORTER

The Women's basketball team
started the 2004-05 season by
doing something that bad never
been clone during the other
three years of the Curt Miller
campaign. Their 99-58 drubbing
of the Premier All-Star squad in
last night's exhibition was their
first win against die team that
represents the best of the former
Ohio State Buckeyes.
The game wasn't even close at
halftime as the Falcons held a
22-point lead, with Liz Hontieger,
Kate Achler and Whitney Taylor
combining for 32 of Bowling
Green's 54 points in the first 20
minutes They obviously didn't
stop there.
The Freshman set the pace right
from the beginning Newcomers
Whitney Taylor and Kate Achter
are the only two rookies on the
Falcons' roster this season. They
both proved themselves last night
as Taylor scored fifteen points in
20 minutes on five for 12 shooting
(second on the team in all three
categories).
Achter went for a team high 13

points and threw in four assists to
lead the offense She was. in effect,
brought in io replace departing
MAC Defeasive Flayer of the Year
Lindsay Austin. Miller said that
she opened a lot Of eyes vvilh
her intensity and her control of
the offense. Sophomore At) Mann.
fresh off a 2004 season in which
site was the MAC Freshmen of the
veai. cm see the potential ill this
ve.u'srecniit class.
' rhiswasagoodsicppingstone
for the freshmen." she said I hev
brought a lot of enthusiasm to the
court tonight."
Mann herself had a bit of an off
night, scoring just eight on three
for seven from the floor. Other
veteran performances included
I lonegger, who scored 15 points
on six for seven shooting, She
also sank all three attempts Irom
the three-point line. Sophomore
Megan Thorbum scored 13 on
five for seven from die field. Also,
senior Tene Lewis spent the most
time on the floor, playing 22
minutes and scoring eight.
The performance by the
team was definitely overwhelming. However, in an exhibition
game like this one, the goals had
nothing to do with securing a
victory for the good guys.
"One of our two goals was to
play everybody tonight, and we
achieved diat," said Head Coach

Curt Miller. I leaiso worked many
different combinations on the
BOOT as the game progressed.
I lovvever, small pan of that goal
was not achieved as Miller could
not, as he had planned, get every
one on the floor tor more than ten
minutes a piece.
The oibei goal was a simple
one.
"We have not beat ibis team
since I became coach." said Miller
grinning
In terms of Friday's Preseason
WNfT opener at Ohio State, Miller
stated that the starting lineup for
the game was still in question.
"We decided Io start the five
hardest workers during practice
in thus game," he added.
One player that will noi be in
the lineup is Sophomore Guard
lulie Gompers, who is having
tests clone on her injured arm this
week.
Miller also said that there was
a possibility of both Freshmen
cracking the starting lineup, as
well as lunior Casey McDowell
who averaged 12.8 minutes per
game in a backup mle lasi season
I le is looking forward to Friday's
season opener.
"We look forward to playing the
underdog against a nationally
ranked team at the Schottenstein
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL. PAGE 9

Despite being out-shot 54 to
23, the Bowling Green hockev
team erased a three goal deficit

to earn a 4-4 tie on Friday night
with Centra] Collegiate llockc"
Association rival Notre Dame.
Ionian Sigalel slopped 50 of
54 shots on the night to keep
the Falcons in sinking distance'.

including,! Ji save performance
in the second period as he faced
29 shots from the Irish.
fohn Mazzei and lames linger
both had a goal and an assist
on the night to lead the team
in scoring. BG had III different
players gel points on the night
"I thought our bench and
locker room were outstanding,
head coach Scott Faluch said.
"We never felt like we were out
of it. We just couldn't generate
any offense, bin we knew Siggy
(Sigalet) would keep us in the
game there."
The Irish came out hot from
the start and jumped on BG
early on. Cory McLean and Wes
O'Neill botii scored power-play
goals in die first 10 minutes of
the first to give the Irish a 2-0
lead just 9:27 into the game.
In the second period, the Irish
made sure Sigalet kept busy
in the net, as they put up 29
shots in the period to just five
for the Falcons. However. BG
out-scored the Irish in the
period 2-1.
I Allowing an l.van Hankin goal

■■■■■i^^^^^ll
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Mike Metzger BG hews
MAKING A MOVE: Alex Foster fights off a Notre Dame defender on
Friday night. BG came back from a 3-0 defecit to tie the Irish 4-4.

that made it 3-0 Irish just 1:11
into the period, linger started
the Falcon comeback. I lis powerplaj goal in front of the net offa

pass irom Jonathan Matsumoto
and Michael I lodgson made it
3-1 just over a minute and a half
after the goal by Rankin.
live minutes later. Ryan
Minnaharrict stole an Irish pass
on the left side of the net and
fired it over to Chris l'edota on
the right circle. His wrist shot
was re-directed in front by Ben
Geelan to make ft 3-2 at 10:45.
The two teams played evenly
throughout the final period as
each team got 12 shots on net.
BG
completed
their
comeback 8:17 into the final
period as they once again
capitalized on the power-play.

Mazzei lied the game on a
shot ttom the right side of the
net off a pass from behind by
Alex Foster Rich Mekxhe also
assisted on the goal.
lust over three minutes later.
Derek Whitmore got a rebound
off the boards on the left side
of the net and heal Irish goalie
Morgan Gey up lop to give BG
a 4-3 lead. '
Sigalet made big saves for the
Falcons down the stretch, but
alter the Irish pulled Gay in the
final minute they capitalized on

the extra man advantage,
With three seconds left in the
game. Irish defenscnien Chris
Trick sent a pass from the lelt
point to the right side of the net
HOCKEY. PAGE 9
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Unbeaten Utes slip in BCS
By Ralph D. Russo
HE ASSOCIAItO PBESS

\ perfect record probably isn't
going to be enough to get Utah
into the Bowl Championship
Series.
The unbeaten Utes slipped
one spot in seventh in the BCS
standings Monday, a drop dial
could cost them a berth in one of
the lour big-money bowl games.
Hie top five ill the BCS
itayed the same with Southern
California,
Oklahoma and
\iihuin leading the way, followed
1 ty (iilitomia and Wisconsin.
The top two teams in die final
Standings will play In the ('range
Bowl on Ian. i for the BCS
national title.
Utah is trying to become
the first team from a non-BCS
conference (Mountain West) to
play. In a I1CS game. The Utes
an guarantee a spot in what
probably would be the fiesta
Howl
which delivers a
payout of about $14 million—by
finishing in the top six. A top-12
finish makes the Utes eligible lor
consideration, but guarantees
nothing.
lexas jumped over Utah this
reek into sixth place.
lust like two weeks ago when
Utah moved up to sixth, Utes
coach Urban Meyer found out
from his wife that the team had
dropped.
She had ,i little reaction. I won't
use the language she did." he
said. In three weeks we'll have
a reaction. There's too much
football to be played yet."
Meyei
tried
to
be
diplomatic, but asked if the BCS
system should be changed, he
.aid."... Is the sky blue? Absolutely.
And it will happen. Logical
thinking will eventually take
over."
Texas' 56-35 comeback victory

Douglas C. Pizac AP Photo

FIRE AWAY: Utah quarterback Alex Smith readies to throw a pass against
Colorado State Saturday. Utah won 63-31 and is 9-0 on the season.

inert Iklahoma State on Saturday
boosted its BCS grade to .7904.
The Utes aren't getting
enough bounce in the polls and
computer rankings out of
their lopsided victories over
conference opponents. Their
grade (.7511) went up slightly
after a 63-31 win over Colorado
State.
Utah maintained its positions
in both The Associated Press
Top 25 (seventh) and coaches
poll (eighth) this week, but the
Utes dropped in the computer
rankings from sixth to eighth,
while the longhorns moved up
to No. 5 in that category.
Utah finishes its season with
games at Wyoming on Saturday
and at home against BYIJ the

next week. Two wins would
ensure a second straight MWC
title. The league champ gets a
Liberty Bowl berth, which pays
SI.35 million.
But how the races play out in
the Big 12, Pac-10, Southeastern
Conference and Big Ten will have
as much to do with where the
Utes play in the postseason as
their own games.
And with (ieorgia and Michigan
right behind Utah, the Utes may
be in danger of getting caught
again.
"I still think there's a lot of
football to be played in the next
two weeks." quarterback Alex
Smith said. "Especially for some
of those conferences. They all
have conference champion-

ship games. 1 still think some
things are going to take care of
themselves. If we win out, I don't
think there will be a worry if we're
going to get in the top six or not."
The AP media poll and ESPN/
USA Today poll each account for
one-third of a team's BCS grade
A compilation of six computer
rankings make up the other third
Texas is ahead of Utah in bodi
polls, sixth in the AP and seventh
in the coaches.
Despite being one of the
winningest teams in the country
in recent years, the Longhorns
have never reached the BCS
which was created in 1998 and
includes the Sugar, Rose, Orange
and Fiesta bowls.
bust season Texas was in line to
grab one of the BCS's two at-large
bids when Kansas State knocked
off Oklahoma in the Big 12
championship game. That gave
the Wildcats die automatic berth
as league champ and made the
Sooners an at-large team playing
foi the national title
1 or lexas, it was back to the
Holiday Bowl for the third time
since 2000.
Recent
disappointments
tempered Monday's good news
in AusUn.
"We've been there before." lexas
coach Mack Brown said. "We
were five last year and didn't go
You'd bener just keep winning."
Utah is one of six unbeaten
teams in Division I-A, along
with USC, Oklahoma, Auburn
Wisconsin and Boise State.
The
Sooners
increased
their lead on the idle llgers, by
moving into the No. 1 spot in die
computer rankings.
USC, No. 1 in both polls and
second in the computer rankings
has a grade of .9847. Oklahoma's
is .9664, and Auburn's is .9097
The Tigers are third in each poll
and according to the computers.

Volleyball future bright for freshmen
VOLLEYBALL, FROM PAGE 7
be very good in order for us to
win and they've done that," Van
DeWalle added."
1 lalm, who is redshirting diis
season, had the least experience
HI the incoming freshmen but
vail De Walle said her progress
has been the most noticeable of
the bunch.
The 5-foot-II middle blocker
said she has learned a lot about
the game since she's been at
BGSU.
"I came from a really small high
school and we really didn't do
much," she said. "Even though
I'm not on the court, 1 cheer my
teammates on but I am very
excited about next year."
Karges started the opening
game of the year against last year's
national runner-up in Florida,
a game in which she produced
six kills and has been consistent
throughout the season, averaging 2.48 kills.
"She came in from probably
one of the best club volleyball
programs in the country," Van
De Walle said. "She has been
on the floor for us almost nonstop since she got here and has
contributed valuably."
Means, who says she would
choose minnie mouse if she
could be a cartoon character
because she's "cute," has seen
action in 32 games and made her
biggest contribution in the back
row with 78 digs on the season.
She went from being a pretty
dominant left-side hitter in high
school and club to right now, having to sit the bench and earn Ume
defensively and passing wise,"
Van I )e Walle said. "We're relying
on her backcourt skills ... and in
the spring we'll break down her
hitting and blocking, where she'll
make a bigger impact."
I he only local product of the
freshmen is the shortest on the

team at 5-foot-7, but Simon has
played in 71 games and leads the
freshmen with 178 digs.
The Bowling Green High
School graduate said it was
always dream for her to play for
the Falcons.
"I did feel a lot of pressure,
basically I just wanted to play
in front of my hometown and
have fun," she said. "I've grown
up watching the Falcons play, I
came to the games when I was
little and I looked up to them."
Like Karges, Swiger made an
immediate impact starting the
first game and leading die team
with eight kills against the Gators.
She has 193 kills on the season
and is second on the team with
70 total blocks at the net.
Van DeWalle said the intensity
and passion Swiger brought to
the floor has helped the team.
Swiger said none of the
freshmen realized how important
their role would be in BGSU's
success this season.
"We knew that they had lost
crucial players last year and
there were opportunities for us
to come in and with hard work,
get to play," she said. "This year
has been so neat, because the
upperclassmen
and
everyone has made it just a smooth
transition for all the freshmen."
Two other new faces who
have contributed to the Falcons
improvement have been redshirt
freshmen Carrie Mills and junior
transfer Ashlei Nofzinger.
Mills sat out last season, but
going up against seniors Melissa
Mohr and Taylor Twite everyday
in practice has paid dividends
for the middle blocker who has
provided a lift off the bench with
52 kills and 33 total blocks in 27
games.
"The redshirt year helped
a lot, because I got to learn
underneath Mel and Taylor and
Bridget (Beers) last year," she said.

AlBeh.manAP Photo

MY BALL: Cincinnati Bengals receiver Chad Johnson races past Dallas
Cowboys defender Lance Frazier. right, in the Bengals 26-3 win.

Johnson sorry
for outburst
against Dallas
Frustrated receiver
says he was upset
with his own mistakes in the game.
By toe Kay
THE ASSOCIATED PBESS

Receiver
Chad
lohnson
apologized Monday lor letting
I'ruslialion get the lies! of him
during the Cincinnati Bengals'
most convincing victory of the
season.
He promised it won't happen
again.
lohnson. one of the team's
most popular players, was
harshly criticized by fans lor
letting his frustration show
during a 26-3 victory over the
I )allas ( i iwbi ivs on Sunday.

Bans mtetpreted his outbursts
— throwing a beverage cup on

Ben Swinger BGNews
GETTING DOWN: Freshman Elizabeth Simon (3) has been one of the
many successful newcomers to the Falcon volleyball team.
"1 think we're going to do really were willing to work hard and
well in the future, because the learn from the upperclassmen," I lardaway said. "They're a
team chemistry is good."
Nofzinger, who came to competitive group and I think all
those things have contributed to
BGSU from Loyola-Chicago
has emerged late in the season, them coming along."
Despite the fact that the freshgiving the Falcons a boost on the
men have not had a first-year
left-side.
The Holland, OH. native player make the All-Freshman
has appeared in 62 games and Team since Susie Norris in 2000,
this year's group can make a
accounted for 120 kills - 24 in the
strong case for one, Karges said.
last three games.
As for Van De Walle, she
After starting the season
losing three consecutive games, believes a solid foundation has
the team's youthful spryness been laid due to fruit of the
manifested itself as BGSU won freshmen's labor.
"This is the earliest that I've
eight of the next nine games.
Assistant
coach
Mark asked a freshmen class to come
llardaway, who coached the in and contribute for us and they
Falcons for eight of those games have all responded well and conwhile Van DeWalle was in Greece, tinued to get work hard and get
said the freshmen matured better," Van De Walle said. "They
have bonded together and I know
during that stretch.
that they have set high goals for
"They did everything that we
asked of them, because they the future of the this program."

www.BGNews.com
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the sideline, angrily pulling off
his chin snap after an incomplet ion — as annoyance that he
wasn't getting enough passes
thrown his way.
lohnson said the issue wasn't
his number of catches, but
the nuiiiliei of mistakes he
made in blocking and other
assignments.
"It has nothing to do with
what everyone thinks it is. what
they're perceiving," lohnson
said. "It might have been my
bad for coining off that way. You
won't see that again. 1 made a
mistake.''
His head coach let him know
it right away.
Marvin lewis went ova to
lohnson on the bench and
had a long talk late in the third
quarter. He ended it Inputting his hand on the Pro
Bowl receiver's head and then
patting him on the shoulder.
lewis hates when his players
celebrate a touchdown or show
frustration over a setback.
"He brought attention to
himself with his disappointment, and it's over with." lewis
said Monday. "He's learned to
deal with this. No big deal. He's
done it befoi e
"The only thing is, it's been
a problem around here for a
long time. It didn't just start
yesterday. So we're going back
and looking at history, trying to
fix history a little bit."
During his first three
seasons in the NFL, lohnson
called attention to hinisell
with victory guarantees and
repeated fines for exorbitant
touchdown celebrations that
annoyed lewis
I le made his first Pro Bowl last

season, when he set a Bengals
record and led the American
Conference with 1355 yards
receiving At Lewis' urging, he
toned down his antics this
season.
There was one relapse. He
sent I'epto-Bismol to Browns
defensive hacks with a note
warning they'd get sick trying
to cover him that week, Hie
private joke became public,
the Bengals got drubbed and
lohnson promised to check
with lewis before he did
anything like it again.
What happened Sunday
against Dallas was much
different than the good-natured
I'epto prank.
I he Bengals decided to go
with a low-risk passing plan
against Dallas, having Carson
Palmer dump the ball off to
running backs and tight ends
instead of throwing it down the
field.
I w-ii though he w-as covered
by rookie eorneihack lance
I i.i/ier, lohnson had only
two catches late in the third
quarter, when the Bengals led
Hi :i. Iliat's when his frustration
spilled out
lohnson tackled Frazier
on one play when he was
supposed to block him. His
txxly language also made his
mood clear for all to see, drawing Lewis over for their talk.
Palmer threw passes to
lohnson on the first two plays
of (he next series, which ended
when the quarterback badly
underthrew a pass to him near
the goal line, lohnson angrily
pulled off his chin strap as he
headed foi the sideline, and
lewis had another brief chat
with him.
"The whole point to it Is, we're
going through change (with a
new quarterback). Everything's
not going to be the way it was
last year, so I've got to lie more
patient," lohnson said.
At the season's midpoint,
lohnson has 4-1 catches for
KM yards — similar to his
numliers at the same point
last year — but only two
touchdowtis,adramatic decline
from his 10 overall.
lohnson promised to handle
In isi i at ion better from here on
out.
"I can't change me, but that
wasn't me yesterday," he said.
"I've nevei done it before. It's
just thai perfection. I'm looking
for perfection and I didn't have
it yesterday, so it got the best
of me."
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Athens
defeat
erased
in win
RADCUFFE.FROMPAGE7

loo, and you'd have lo be British
to get a sense of the disappoint
ment many of her countryman
felt at that moment, as well as
the trepidation with which most
greeted Radcliffe's return.
Some marathoners, like prize
fighters, never recover from their
first defeat. That made Radcliffe's
decision to run just 11 weeks after
Athens, risky enough.
For most of her career, the
30-year-old Radcliffe struggled
at distances ranging from 3,000
meters through 10,000 meters
hampered by the lack of a
finishing kick Her breakthrough
season in 2001 came when she
applied the consistency that
enabled her to shadow the elite
runners in so many of those races
— producing lap after lap at near
top speed — to the marathon
After just two years competing
at the new distance, she tore off
three of the four fastest women's
times in history. Then came the
debacle in Athens.
After her win on Sunday, she
said she felt more like herself in
this race.
"Nothing like that horrible feel
ing that I had, nothing like that,
she said.
New York offers the toughest
of the big-city challenges, an
undulating course over a series ol
bridges that demands patience
punishes runners and results
in winning times a good five
minutes slower than its London
and Chicago counterparts.
Yet Radcliffe, who always runs
from the front, separated herself
from the pack in the first mile
and never looked back. And she
did it knowing that anything less
than a victory would likely be
considered a failure.
Radcliffe had plenty to gain by
showing up in New York — a
half-million-dollar appearance
fee, plenty of publicity for her
upcoming autobiography, "My
Story So Far." perhaps even some
leverage in her negotiations with
Nike on a contract that expires at
the end of this year. But she had
even more to lose.
As the debate about when
and where to make her
comeback raged on the other
side of the pond, everybody
from past Olympic champions to
promoters weighed in. The
consensus was that Radcliffe
should lay low for a while and
make her comeback in small,
out-of-the-way, cross-country
events. The size of the risk was
summed up perfectly by David
Bedford, London's race director,
on the eve of Radcliffe's start in
New York.
"If she can draw a line
under Athens, it's a great
strategy to come here and race. By
drawing a line 1 mean win it—no
more, no less. And if she doesn't?"
he said. "How many times can a
prizefighter get knocked out and
get back into the ring?"
But this was hardly the first
time Radcliffe put herself on the
line.
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Kansas on top to kick off season
By Mm O'Connell
IHt ASSOCIATED PRESS

Sure, Kansas often grabs a spot
in the upper half of the AP
preseason college basketball
poll, but the school hasn't been
No. 1 since a player named Wilt
Chamberiain suited up for the
Jayhawks in the 1950s.
Kansas stood atop The
Associated Press' Top 25 on
Monday, the 13th straight season
the Jayhawks have been ranked
11 th or higher in the first poll.
The layhawks received 25
first-place votes and 1,697 points
from the national media panel,
edging Wake forest, which had
22 first-place votes and 1,680
points.
The Demon Deacons were
the first of three straight Atlantic
Coast Conference teams in the
poll, and six teams from the
league were in the Top 25.
Wayne Simien leads four
starters back for Kansas, which
OrlinWajner AP Photo
lost to OeorgiaTech in the NCAA
tournament's regional finals
WITH AUTHORITY: Kansas guard J.R. Giddens dunks against Emporia
last season. The layhawks were
State Sunday. The Jayhawks are ranked No. 1 to start the year.
ranked No. 1 for one week last
season and they have been
"You see it, you look at it, and
ranked No. 2 in five of the last 12 do better than the last time they
were No. 1 in the preseason: In you shake your head, but you
preseason polls.
"I hope we're never going to 1956-57, Chamberlain led them can't waste one nanosecond
be satisfied and our veterans to the national championship to worry about it," Demon
understand they've got to go game, a triple-overtime loss to Deacons coach Skip Prosser said,
referring to the lofty ranking,
play. It's nice, but it means noth- North Carolina.
As for Wake Forest, it has all which matches the highest in
ing in the big scheme of things,"
second-year Kansas coach Bill five starters back from the team school history in any AP poll.
Georgia lech and North
that lost to Saint loseph's in the
Self said.
Carolina were third and
the layhawks hope they can round of 16.

Sigalet stops Irish attack
HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 7

where it found O'Neill. O'Neill
put it by Sigalet to make it 4-4
and send it overtime.
The Irish got five shots off in
the extra session, but Sigalet
helped BG hang on for a big
CCFIA point. BG took three out
of four available points on the
weekend and moved to 4 -1 -1 on
the year with a CCHA record of
2-1-1.
"To be down 3-0 and have an
opportunity to win the game
is really big," Paluch said. "I'm
proud of our guys. Our special

then and get a point is really big
for our team."
"It was a tough break for our
team to let them score with three
seconds left, but it felt pretty
good to comeback since we
fought really hard to comeback.'
Unger said, who had a goal and
an assist on the night. "We knew
if we played it out, we could
JAMES UNGER. FORWARD
comeback and have a chance to
win the game. Our goal was to
teams put us in a hole early on, get to overtime and we reached
but we really found ourselves that with our third goal."
The BG power-play went 2-6
in the second period and developed some good energy. To on the night and they killed off
overcome that goal at the end 5-7 for the Irish.

"We knew if we
played it out, we
could comeback
and have a chance
to win the game."

fourth in the balloting. It is the
second time in three years one
conference has had the Nos. 2-4
in the preseason poll. The Big
12's Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas
were in that order in 2002.
No II Duke, No. 15 Maryland
and No. 19 North Carolina State
round out die ACC teams in the
poll.
"It's a tough, tough league,"
Prosser said. "I don't think that'll
ever change."
Illinois, where Self coached
before heading to Kansas, was
fifth. He succeeded Roy Williams,
who went to North Carolina. The
two coaches have ties to three of
the top five.
"So, I've got a 1 and a 5 and
Roy's got a 1 and a 4," Self said.
"What are you guys trying to do
to us?"
Syracuse was sixth, followed
by Oklahoma State, defending
national champion Connecticut,
Kentucky and Arizona.
After Duke came Mississippi
State, Michigan State, Louisville,
Maryland, Texas, Pittsburgh,
Alabama, North Carolina State
and Notre Dame.
'line last five teams in the poll
were Wisconsin, Washington,
Florida, Memphis and Gonzaga.
Six of the teams in the final poll
last season were not ranked this
preseason, including Stanford
and Saint loseph's, two schools
that reached No. 1 during
2003-04.
Stanford, No. 1 in the final

poll, lost 18-year coach Mike
Montgomery and All-American
losh Childless to the NBA. Saint
loseph's, No. 1 in the next-tolast poll and fifth in the final
voting last season, lost its backcourt ofseniorJameerNelson, the
consensus national player of the
year, and Delonte West, a junior
who went to the NBA.
The Hawks didn't get a single
vote in the preseason balloting
"It will be different, bunsi lake
each team as a separate entity,"
Saint Joseph's coach Phil MartcUi
said. "Last year wasn't just about
a great team. It was more about
our attempt to develop a great
program."
Georgia lech and North
Carolina each received 10 ■
first-place votes, while Illinois
and Oklahoma State got two
each, and Kentucky had one.
Connecticut
was
the
preseason No. 1 last year before
winning it all, the 24th time that
happened since the poll started
for the 1948-49 season.
Light conferences were
represented in the preseason
Top 25. The Big East and
Southeastern
Conference
followed the ACC with fourteams
each, while the Big 12 and Big
10 had three each. The Pat-10
and Conference USA each had
two teams, while Gonzaga of the
West Coast Conference was the
only Top 25 team not from one
of the power leagues.

Falcons expected
to be contenders

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL, FROM PAGE 7

(inter."
The Falcons begin
the season expected by university
students, as well as
experts, to contend
for a seventh MAC
Championship, and
a seventh NCAA
Tournament berth.
Ohio State begins
the year ranked 10th

"We're
looking
forward to
going in
there and
shocking the
world."
All MANN. GUARD

in the ESPN/USA
Today Coaches Poll.
Coach Miller isn't
the only one excited
about the contest.
Take Ali Mann's comments, for instance:
"We're
looking
forward to going in
there and shocking
the world!"

Toledo's newest luxury theatre

Opening Wednesday!
THE ALL NEW

showcase "JO
LEVIS COMMONS
FEATURING:
12 Wall-To-Wall Screens
Stadium-Style Seating • Dolby' Digital Sound
Rocking Recliner Seats • Fast, Fresh Dining Including
Sbarro's and Nathan's • and Much, Much More!

OUR OPENING MOVIES WILL INCLUDE:

THE rOI ARlIiXEKE.SS

THE INCREDIBLES

-F
TRAVEL
| www.statravel.com

STUDENT TRAVEL

Town Center at Levis Commons
Intersection of I-475 and Rte. 25 • Perrysburg, OH
Order tickets by phone at (419) 891-5039 or online at showcasecinemas.com
«
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JUDGE LECTURES JURY IN PETERSON TRIAL

NATION

alif.(AP) — In a sign of possible- discord in the!
loom, the judge in Scott Peterson's murder!
ase lectured the panel yesterday about the
importance of an open mind. "Do not hesitate to
change your opinion lor the purpose of reaching j
a verdict." fudge Alfred A. Delucchi said after]
resuming deliberations.

Kevorkian
loses health

poisoning ofThomasYouk.
Youk suffered from Lou
I \NSING, Mich.
Vn Gehrig's disease and liis
Bttorne) foi lack Kevorkian death, which Kevorkian
asked the si.nr parole board called a mercy killing, was
.esterday to recommend thai videotaped and shown on
he assisted suicide advocate national television.
Morganroth said Kevorkian
leased from prison for
would inn .issisi in any
health reasons.
more suicides il he is
Mtorne) Mayei
released.
Vtorganroth said
Uuss Marian, a
kianhashealth
spokesman for the
problems including
state
Department
high blood pn ssure,
ol Corrections, said
i hernia .mil arthrithe
department
tis, and the board
had inn yet received
should urge Gov,
Kevorkian's request.
lennifer Granholm
in either pardon OR KEVORKIAN Bui lie ••aid medical
commutations
are
him or commute his
SENIOR
normally granted only
icntence.
lor inmates expected
Kevorkian's blood
-'in' "has been extremely to live a yearoi less,
"We have plenty of prisonHI,iiilc in nature and has risen
;n the danger level for a heart ers that have cataracts and
mack ;n times," Morganroth arthritis, Inn thai doesn't
mean the) should be granted a
le in the request,
Kevorkian 76, has been commutation," Marian said.
"They're onl) granted
in prison 5 1/2 years and
his health has worsened, inr offenders thai have little
chance of surviving very much
Morganroth said.
i he request comes a week longer."
Ihr request for pardon or
iftei us. Supreme Court
justices decided against commutation is Kevorkian's
hearing Kevorkian's appeal second. The state parole board
Is second-degree mur- voted against his Rrst request
der conviction for the 1998 a Maraud.
By Amy F. Bailey

111

i

Reservist returns to
family growth, grief
Marine injured in
I rat) before wife gave
birth to quints returns
home, attends funeral
for infant.

Edward
spokesman

Hospital
Brian Davis

said the family has request
ed the hospital not release
information on the condition
ol the surviving babies - two
girls and two boys.
Family
spokeswoman
Chelsea Fife said the infants
By Tara Btirghart
are "all beautiful and healthy
JS'.OCIAISD PRESS WRITER
and growing strong," but
CHICAGO — A Marine badly refused to release more details
wounded in Iraq just days about them or Horton's return.
his wile gave birth to
The babies were born at 26
Quintuplets has been reunited weeks, each weighing less than
with his family, a military offi2 pounds. The Mortons have
cial said yesterday.
two other children,
Marine reservist
7 and 5.
S(;t. loshua llorton,
The couple had
28, had been recovdecided alter the
eringatthe National
Sept.
11,
2001,
\.t\.d
Medical
terroristaltacksthat
'. enter in Bethesda,
one of them should
M.I.. from shrapnel
volunteer for duty,
wounds suffered
family members
four days before his
RICK COATES
have said.
vlfe launacy, gave
MAJOR
llorton
had
birth Oct 11.
previously been in
His right leg in a
the Marines, his
'.list and usinga walker, I lorton wife was in the Navy.
returned to his Oswego home
llorton
was
already
Wednesday night, said \la|.
training when they found out
Rick Coiites, a spokesman lor his wile was pregnant with
Horton's Chicago-based unit,
quints; she'll been taking
(he 2nd Battalion 24th Marine
fertility drugs.
Regiment Me was "extremeHe was injured in an
ly happy to be home," the explosion south of Baghdad,
spokesman said. .
llorton
is on 30 da)
On Friday, he attended a medical leave and can then
funeral for one of the infants, a decide if he needs more
giil named Addyson, who dud
recovery
time,
wants
ii. It was aver) moving,
to
return
to
the
heartfelt ceremony," Coates military or apply for a medical
discharge. Coates said.
•aid.

"It was a
very moving,
heartfelt
ceremony."

Race study questioned
By Marilynn Marchione

plays many roles in heart health,

IH! AS SOCiAT t D PRESS

in their blood.

M.u ORLEANS — A two-drug
combination pill dramatically
reduced deaths among blacks
with bean failure, it landmark
finding thai is expected to lead
to government approval of the
first medication marketed for a

dlnitrate and hydralazine —
boost this substance, but admin
Istering the right dose is complicated when they are prescribed
separately. A Massachusetts
biotechnology company,

specific ii" e,

Black cardiologists hailed
this form of racial profiling idler
years in which minorities ;;<>i
slum shrill in medical studies.
Others complained that the
drug also might help whites and
should have been tested in them,

but wasn't for business reasons.
"At limes you can't win.''
siiid Dr. Augustus Grant, past
president of the Association
ni black Cardiologists, which
supported the study. 'Here we
haveawonderfultrialthat shows
ii clear result and the issue is
raised, win was this trial onlj
dime in African Americans?"
The nationwide stud) is the
largest everdonesolelj on blacks
with heart failure. I he findings
were reported yesterday at an
American I lean Association
meeting ill New Oilcans and
Will lie published HiursiUe. in

the New England loumal ol
Medicine. The drugs maker
plans to seek I ood and Drug
Administration approval by the
end of the year.
I lean failure affects 5 million
Americans, but blacks are 2 I 2
limes more likely to develop it.
it happens when the hear) is mo
weak to pump effectively, cans
ing fluid to back up in the lungs
and leaving people weak and
short of breath. Half die within
Hve years of diagnosis,
Earlier research suggested
that standard heart failure
drugs called ICE inhibitors
do not work as well in blacks,
and that blacks may have lower
amounts of nitric oxide, which

Two chemicals -

isosorhidc

NitroMed. developed a combination pill, BiDil, thai gets
around this problem, but the
I DA refused to license ii iis a

newdrug because earlier studies
involving mostly white patients

who got the chemicals separate
lv showed no benefit.
' Hut there were tantalizing signs thai BiDil helped the
lew blacks in the studies, and
NitroMed won a pateni to use it
just in that minority group
Hie company then launched
,i stud] ol 1,050 blacks. Half of
them got standard bean failure
drugs; the Other hall got those
drugs pin-BiDil. ["he study was
stopped ahead Ol schedule last
year when doctors saw BiDil
clear!) was better.
After rough!) two years' use.
uiih 6.2 percent of the patients
who look BiDil had died
u'isiis 10.2 percent who got on!)
standard heart failure chugs.
I hat translales lo a 43 percent
reduction in deaths, said Dr.
Anne Taylor ol the University
ol Minnesota, oneot the study's
leaders.
Only 16.4 percent on BiDil
required hospilali/ation for

heart failure, versus 24.4 percent
of the lest.
BiDil had substantial side
effects 47.S percent on it had
headaches, compared with 19.2
of the others. Dizziness occurred
in 29.3 percent on the drug and
12..'! percent on lake pills.

But the favorable overall
result "virtually ensures IDA
approval" because the agency
previously told the company

"Here we have a
wonderful trial
that shows a clear
result and the issue
is raised, "Wliy
was this trial only
done in African
Americans?""
DR. AUGUSTUS GRANT
PAST PRESIDENT OF THE
ASSOCIATION OF BLACK
CARDIOLOGISTS
that a successful study in blacks
would merit il. Dr. M. Gregg
Bloclie.il OeoigetownUniu'isiK
lawyer and lohns Hopkins
limversin physician, said in
a commentary in the medical
journal,
I hat
is
'cause
lor
celebration"
tor
blacks,
bul
l he
company
now
will
have
no
financial
incentive to do a larger trial in
whites because its "black Only"
pateni allows it to sell it that way
and keep generic versions from
coming the market until 2020.

he said,
Others worried that the drug
might not be the besi choice lor
every black but thai they will

automatical ly be presc ribed" i he
black pill" solely on the basis ol
skin color.
Being black is
not a
black-and-white distinction,
said Dr. timothy Gardner of the
Universit] ol Pennsylvania in
Philadelphia, who had no role
in the Study. "Physiologically, it's
a son ot continuous variable,"
including people of mixed races,
he said.
Dr. Shamil Melna, a heart
expert
from
McMaster
University in Ontario who has
done much research on ethnic
differences, said the genetic

dillerencesamongethnicgroups
are so small that the drug should
probably help whites, too.
The early studies in the 1980s
that found no benefit from the
two chemicals in whites were
done before modern heart
failure drugs were available,
and that could warrant a new
st udy involving all races, experts

noted
We don't know how the
broad
population
treated
with appropriate background
therapy would respond to this
Compound," said Dr. Clyde \Y.
Vat icy. a heart specialist at HI
Southwestern Medical Center in
Dallas who participated in the

study,
The IDA could choose to
approve the drug generally for
heart lailure with a statement
saying it bad been tested only on
blacks, he said
NitroMed's vice president
tor marketing. HI. lones, said
the company would submit all
results to the FDA and let the
agency decide.
Meanwhile, experts say it is
a watershed event in efforts to
develop race-based medicine.
"hi 2001 it was almost a
hinge concept" that was highly
controversial, Vancy said. "The
idea was that all this would
do would hi' further polarize
medicine and have practitioners
make decisions based on race:
What does this person look like?
I here has been a relaxing of the
animosity about doing this kind

of study."
Dr. Raymond Gibbons, a
Mayo Clinic cardiologist who
had no role in the research, said:
in these Investigators' credit,
the] didn't give upon the idea."
and pursued icsiing the drug
I'm blacks. "It's an admirable
attempt to locus therapy on the
group they thought would must
benefit."

US. dollar not accepted at Cuban business
By Vanessa Arrington
IH! ASSOCIATED PRESS

HAVANA — Alter a decade as
the dominant currency to buy
everything from shampoo to
canned food to furniture, the
U.S. dollar was eliminated liuin
circulation Monday in Cuba.
Cubans as weil as tourists
visiting the Island must now
use a local currency lied to the
dollar. Cuba's communist
government announced the
change Oct. 25, prompting
thousands of Cubans to flood
banks and exchange houses to
turn in their dollars Inr Cuban
convertible pesos.
A 10 percent surcharge to
convert the U.S. currency into
pesos was to have taken effect
Monday, but because of the
huge demand to dispose of
the U.S. bills, the Central Bank
extended the suicluuge-lree
period lo next Sunday.
The surcharge will not applyto other foreign currencies, such
as the euro or the Canadian

Cubans will now use the
convertible peso to purchasegoods they have been buying with dollars since the U.S.
currency was made legal
underin 1993 tohelpattract hard
currency to Cuba after the island
lost Soviet aid and trade.
Previously sold at "dollar-only
stores." such items include grocei ies such as cereal, yogurt and
bottled water, as well as most
toiletries. Washing machines,
furniture and gasoline have also
been sold in dollars.
In
announcing
the
currency switch, President Fidel
Castro said widespread use of
the money of his country's No
1 enemy — the United States
— was being baited to guarantee
Cuba's economic Independence.
Castro said the move was
measure with little complaint
necessary to protect the island
"lor me it's the same whether 1
nation from an increasing
use the dollar or the convertible
peso," said Javier Fernandez, 50, U.S. crackdown on the flow of
a self-employed handyman. All American currency into Cuba.
the United States has recent!)
I need is the currency thai will
implemented severe limits on
allow me to eat."

dollar, and there will he no
surcharge to buy U.S. dollars.
Cubans and tourists in Old
Havana lined up outside
exchange houses and banks
Monday to convert their dollars.
People in one queue were
entertained by a dachshund
named 1'illo Chocolate who
barked at currencies other
than the convertible peso. After
sniffing a peso, the dog swiped
the bill with its paw in approval.
"Before, I'illo would reject
am currency thai wasn't the
dollar,'' said Roberto Gonzalez,
the dug's trainer. "But in the last
week i trained it to accept the
convertible peso. Il knows it has
to adapt, too."
Cubans appeared to be
accepting the government

the amount ol cash that Cuban
exiles can send to relatives on
the island and federal Reserve
tines Imposed on International
banks sending U.S. dollars here,
"Nobody really knows how
much U.S. money Cubans
have, but it is substantial," said
Paolo Spadoni, a Cuba expert
from the University of Florida in
I .ainesville.
A report by Spadoni last year
esti nulled at least S500 million
was being stored in the homes
ol Cubans, most of it money
received from relatives in the
United Stales
Central
Bank
President
i ranclsco Soberon told The
Associated Press last week
authorities were surprised to
see how many dollars Cubans
have been "saving under their
mattresses
Soberon, however, declined to
provide figures on how main
dollars had been exchanged or
deposited since the currency
switch was announced.
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ARAFAFS TOP LIEUTENANTS HEAD TO PARIS
CIAMART, France — Top lieutenants Ahmed Qureia
and Mahmoud Abbas were accused of coming to the
French capital with the sole intention of usurping her
husband, Yasser Arafat's role as head of the Palestinian
Authority.bombingof the rebel north.

WORLD

UN talks, familiar ring
By Ali *kbar Oaremi

between Iran and Europeans
can be finalized and create the
TEHRAN, Iran — Iran necessary confidence."
said yesterday a preliminary
The hard-line daily lomhuriagreement reached between e-Eslami denounced the
Iran and the European Union's accord on its front page and
a
three big powers may be urged the government to
>"e (he same o,^
finalized soon, hut hard-liners ignore European demands.
criticized the deal and called on
"Despite the fact that the
the government to ignore calls Europeans cannot be trustto keep suspending nuclear ed has been proven to all,
activities.
unfortunately these people
The head of the U.N. nuclear (Iranian negotiators) htm
watchdog praised the deal as again reached agreement with
a "a step in the right direction" these three traitor European
and said he hoped it would lie countries," the daily said.
finalized in "the next lew days."
Iran's top nuclear negoMohamed
F.I
Baradei, tiator, Hossein Mousavian,
director of die Vienna-based said Sunday the agreement
International Atomic Fnctgv included the basic viewpoints
Agency, also said he hopes of both Iran and the Europeans
the agreement will "lead to but didn't provide details.
Kharrazi suggested
it
the desired outcome" — a
suspension of Iran's nuclear included a short-term Iranian
of
nuclear
enrichment activities and suspension
Hasan Sarbakhshian APPhoto
"open the way for normaliza- activities.
"Today, the talk is about STUDENT OUTRAGE: A protestor holds a placard, in defense of the right
tion of Iran's relations with the
continuing the suspension of Iran to possess nuclear technology, yesterday.
international community."
The preliminary agreement for a short period to build
month, Britain, Germany and been surmounted
worked out Sunday in Paris with confidence,'' the minister said.
Europe and the United States
In
Washington.
State France had offered a trade
Britain, France and Germany
needs to be approved by all four Department spokesman Richard deal and peaceful nuclear fear Iran is seeking to develop
technology
if
Iran
Boucher said the Europeans
nuclear weapons and argue that
countries Involved
to
indefinitely step- are needed to prevent it
If approved, the deal would have not yet provided the pledged
be a major breakthrough Bush administration with a full suspend uranium enrichment from doing so.
after months of threats and readout of die talks in Tehran. He and related activities such as
Iran is not breaching its
negotiations and could spare said the Europeans agree with reprocessing uranium and Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty
Iran from being taken before the united States thai Iran has to building centrifuges used to obligations by seeking to enrich
the U.N. Security Council, suspend luily and immediately enrich it.
uranium, but is under heavy
The Europeans had warned international pressure to drop
where the United States has all nuclear weapons activities.
The United States believes 11 lal Iran they will back Washington's such plans as a good faith ges
warned it would seek economic
sanctions unless Tehran gives if Iran docs not comply, it should threat to refer the Islamic ture.
up all uranium enrichment be referred to the U.N. Security republic to the Security Council
Tehran suspended uranium
unless it gives up all uranium
activities, a technology that can (Council for possible sanctions.
German Foreign Ministry enrichment activities before enrichment last year but has
produce nuclear fuel or atomic
spokeswoman Antje Leendertse a Nov. 25 meeting of the refused to stop other related
weapons.
"The trend of negotiations said in Berlin that the "talks were International Atomic Energy activities such as reprocessing
was a positive trend,'' banian difficult but useful, and over the Agency in Vienna. Iran has uranium or building centrifuges
Foreign Minister Kama) Kharrazi coming days all the participants resisted any indefinite or long- insisting its program is intended
term suspension, and it wasnt purely for the production of fuel
told
state-run
television will analyze the results."
In proposals to Iran last clear if or how that obstacle had for nuclear power generation.
yesterday "We hope the deal
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Schalk Van Zuydam AP Photo

SUPPORT: Demonstrators sit at a roadblock just outside Ivory Coast.

Coast sees chaos
France rejected.
Yesterday, French armored
ABIDJAN. Ivory Coast — vehicles moved in around
Thousands of government GbagbOB home in Ivory Coast's
loyalists massed outside the commercial capital, Abidjan.
home of Ivory Coast's president
Their presence here is
yesterday, facing off against scaringpeople. They're cryingand
French armored vehicles in they think that President GbagbO
response to urgent appeals for is going to be overthrown,"
a "human shield" around the presidential spokesman Desire
hard-line leader, amid fears of an Tagro told die Associated Press
overthrow.
by telephone.
French and Ivory Coast
The French denied surroundmilitary leaders, appearing ing the house or intending to
together on state television, oust Gbagbo, saying forces only
appealed for calm following were securing a temporary base
three days of violent protests at a hotel a few hundred yards
the Red Cross said had wound- away for about 1,300 foreigners
ed more than 500 people'. Two who had taken refuge at a French
hospitals reported five dead military base.
and 250 wounded in yesterday's
A standoff arose outside
clashes alone.
The U.N. Security Council Abidjan, as several hundred
met to consider sanctions and loyalist youths stood on a main
the African Union came out in road, blocking a 70-vehicle
support of French and U.N. heavily armed convoy of French
intervention, isolating President reinforcements trying to enter
the city
I iiurent tibagbo.
After Saturday's airstrike on
('.liaos erupted Saturday when
his air force killed nine French the French military post, France
peacekeepers and an American hit back, wiping out Ivory Coast's
aid worker in an airstrike on newly built-up air force — two
Ivory Coasts rebel held north. Russian-made Sukhoi jet fightThe government later called ers and at least three helicopter
the bombing a mistake, which gunships — on the ground.
By Parian Kouassi
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University students save lives
■'It's easy to do and
you know while
you're doing it that
you're saving lives...
You'll be a Blood
Bowl Hero."

BLOOD BOWL. FROM PAGE 3

she said.
A remarkable pan <>l il»'
experience i1- how manj lives
the Mood realh does save and
thai students do care, and
they do come out and donate,
I lartman said.
"If students donated in
high school and If the WOld
is out and although it is a
competidon against UT, the
actuaUn is that youi saving ,"
she said.
Ihi' ability oi the event to
capture in'" donors, get
someone to donate For the
liisi lime, oi get someone to
donate again is the most enjoyable part of the competition,
Pearson said.

JUDY PEARSON.
MANAGER OF RED CROSS

"Blood bout) a gift from one
person to another, she said.
Pearson
encourages
students to donate because
there is a great staff to take care
oi donors and the donation
process is simple.
"It's easy to do and you know
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6
10
14
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16
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25

"The Jetsons" dog
Ticklish Muppet
Prelude to a duel, perhaps
Stand one in good
Sow partner?
Racetrack nbbon
Suffice
Removed
Seaweed product
Two sergeants
Furthermore
Last of a teen?
Farm enclosure

26
28
30
32
34
36
40

Pop music genre
Had a bite
Idyllic place
Writer/director Kazan
Emie of the links
Beta preceder
Two privates

1 Onager
2 Part of a plan
3 Maryland players
4 Tangle or untangle
5 Black Sea port
6 Cogito _ sum
7 Hotelier Helmsley
8 Conduct
9 Made the first bid
10 Linger on
11 Nigerian city
12 Off to one side
13 Eneigetic
21 Tribal emblem
22 Apprehension
26 McEntire sitcom

46
47
50
52
53
56
58
60
64
65
66
68
69
70
71
72
73

Actor Pitt
Lightly cooked
Holiday forerunner
CIA precursor
City in GA
Cairo's river
Jason of the NFL
Two sergeants
Birth a lamb
"The Mod Squad" co-star
Andrews
Sand hills
Triangle ratio
Premed course
Select few
C.P. or Phoebe
Nursing a grudge
Wood dye

N

54
55
57
59
61

Related product
Argentine plain
Degas or Bergen
Of age
Had the answer

62 Gala
63 Himalayan legend
67 D.C. legislator
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49 Current off Ecuador
51 Slurs over

Fire desire
Lukas of "Witness"
Sentence extenders
"A Bell for _"

44 Syrian leader
45 Caustic solution

!.

42 Pro vote
43 Not even once
48 Rodeo ropes

27 Pub choices
29 Lilly or Whitney
31 Employment watchdog agcy.
33 Open slightly
35 Letters of L. Michaels'
show
37
38
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41
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brought to you by

while your doing it that you're
saving lives," she said. "You'll
he a Wood Howl hem"
[he blood drive will run
from 11 a.m. until 5 p.m.
today through Friday and
participants will receive a
Blood howl T-shirt for theta
contribution.
The competition extends
beyond the universities
to the Red Cross Donoi
Center in Toledo where
imlividuals can donate and then
cast iheii vote for their favorite
university
The winner of the Howl will
hi' announced and presented
with a trophy at the Nov. 23
game between UI and BGSU.

Buy a Month Unlimited & receive 2 FREE upgrades
,ne Sun Ca

Psu'e'wnen y°u 'Drin9,nis a^in-

GIVING IT UP FOR A GOOD CAUSE: Nichol Johnson draws blood from Hannah Granjobst at Southeastern
Community College blood drive in Burlington. Iowa.

NEWS
Classified Ads

Services Offered

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

■Tired ol missing deadlines Because
you have other assignments9
Your Problems Are Solved
OuikType Services will type
resumes, reports, term papers &
business plans.
Quilt Type otters last, accurate service with reasonable rates that vary.
Call 419-917-0338 to set up an
appt.
or email lynette _25@hotmall.com

S600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours ot your group's time PLUS
our tree (yes. Iree) tundraising solutions EQUALS S1.000-2.000 in
earnings tor your group Call TODAY tor a S600 bonus when you
schedule youi non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundralser. Contact
CampusFundraiser (888)-923-3238
or visit campustundraiser com

GET PAID TO DRIVE
A BRAND NEW CAR! Now paying
drivers S800S32O0 a month
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Today!
www.freecarkey.com

3 bdrm houses avail tor 2005-06
school yr Avail starting Aug. 2005.
12 mo. lease. $1000 per mo & util
216, 220 & 233 Troup St
419-308-1405

"Now renting lor 05-06 Sch Yr.
Houses, Lg & Sm Occupancy allowed for 3 to 8 students per unit
Also Apts all next to campus Listing Avail. 24/7 ® 316 E Merry #3 or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm lor into.
Will mail.

372-6977

cccptadvei

Babysitter/tutor needed. 10 S 14 yr
olds. Must have transportalion.
weekends a must1 Call Wonhee at
419-872-5586.

Personals

NKflt ijujl iw group OB
Md. rcliBum.
DiltHHlal .m(iii. Mm
. •' jnv Hfca

How 2 Workshop: Texas Hold'em
Learn the tips & tricks ot the game
When: Tues . Nov 9th at 6:00 pm
Register: Information Center

;.,. K<. NfWl m ' .. BB B '' I '.lc.lmc.li.
.i.nnnui* of PJVrM <BI> jd»tfti«r"KOI »u.h **
raoMnMBdn
i nuturi All
■dBCrlUMBMBl
iditint ..it.l

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S 3-PLAYER
BASKETBALL - NOV 9

•n»""i

You are one of 30,000 needed Sat.
At The Doyt
Pagliai's Pizza

Travel

!!'BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From S279! Includes Meals.
Port Taxes, Exclusive Beach Parties
With 20-f OI Your Favorite TV
Celebnties As Seen On Real World,
Road Rules. Bachelor!

Great Beaches. Nightlife!
Ethics Award Winning Company!

1-800-678-6386
IMSPRING BREAK! CANCUN.
ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From S459* Taxi FLORIDA S159!
Our Cancun Prices Are S100 Less
Than Others! Book Now!
Includes Breakfasts. Dinners.
30-50+ Hours Free Drinks!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at
www RpringBreakTravel com

1-800-678-6386
#1 Spnng Break Vacations! Hottest
Destinations-Best Prices Book Nowi
Campus Reps Wanted 1-800-2347007 endlesssummertours com

Wanted
3 Dec graduation tickets needed for
College of Education Will pay.
740-360-9220
Need a female subleaser from Jan.
to May S250/mo. plus util. Close to
campus on N. Enterprise Please
contact Justine 330-323-0015.

Ohio's new affordable online dating
service. 1 mo. tree trial. Chalrooms
tor all Ohio colleges.

www.sweety1inder.com

Entertainers wanted! Must be
available weekends between Thanksgiving S Christmas Call Beth at Woodland Mall lor audition 419-354-4447
HELP WANTED! Our company is
seeking employees to perform
unskilled light production work We
otter flexible hours - will work
around
your schedule-morning, afternoon,
and evening shifts available Many
BGSU students work here Easy
walk from campus. Pay is S6/hr
providing you work a minimum ol 15
hrs./wk Pick-up an application at
our office. Advanced Specialty Producls. Inc. 428 Clough St, Bowling
Green. OH 43402. 419-354-2844
Motel desk clerk needed for all shifts
$6 hr. Please stop by Buckeye Inn a
Studios 1740 E Wooster. 352-1520

Part-time student to work outside installing gutters/must climb ladders
Flexible hours 419-257-7673

Help Wanted

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn S15 - S125 & more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com

Tired of $6/hr.?
Cutco seeks hard-working indv'ls. w/
pos attitude, greal pay. Flex, schedules, training provided, cust sales/
srvc. interview in Toledo, work in
BG area, all ages 18+. Conditions
exist, to schedule an interview
CALL 419-861-6134

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

SERVING

BARTENDING! S300/day potential
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

From Only
$465!

Services Offered

Wait staff. Apply within
Yoko Japanese Restaurant
465 W Dussel Dr Maumee

On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance

• Patio
• Spacious kitchen

r-

SINCE 1972

The Best Seat In Town
JaiWW^UralMta-'.'-JJln''

CINEMA 5

Schedule Cood to im/Mttmi 11/9/04

• Convenient on-site parking

6-

Ntw Schedule OB Wednesday. H««mber 10th
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For Rent

" 1 & 2 Bdrm Apts Starting 1/1(05,
low as S450 mo Rooms Avail, now
lor $225 mo Call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm.
1 bdrm subleaser start end ot Dec
Very nice, renovated, very close to
campus and downtown. Must seel
Only $350 month. 419-308-3387
2 bdrm. house, 1 1/2 baths, w/d.
newly painted, excellent cond Avail
now! $700/mo + util 414 S Summit
Call 354-6036
2 or 3 bedroom furnished apt
Available Immediately.
Close to campus 419-352-5239

Avail now lor quiel laculty/grad stdt.
No alcohol/no smoking BG Nat't
Historic Reg Bay window w/ stained
glass. 2 bdrm . 1 1/2 baths, bsmt..
Ivg rm , din. rm.. kit. W/D. stove,
refrig 419-261-2038
Houses and Apts
1 -4 person-12 month leases
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
Listing at 532 Manville Ave Office
or www bgapartments com

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

—I

Smoking 6? Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

"Need sublsr for 2 bdrm apt on S.
Mercer w/d. dishwasher in apt For
more info, contact 419-260-7014.
Spnng Subleaser needed Evergreen, spacious 1 bdrm., $375/mo
« elec., move m Jan 1 You pay
rent Jan-May 31 Last month's rent
will be prorated Call 419-494-6969
Subleaser needed for Hillcrest Apts.
1082 Falrview Ave . Apt T-8. ASAP

419-250-2501
Very clean 2 bdrm. apt. No pets
SSOO'mo Manville Ave Close to
campus Yr lease req. Off slreel
parking 419-654-5716.

724 S. College Dr-2 BR untum apt
1 5 baths, starting at $425/mo ,
dep
$425 Tenant pays elec NO PETS!
Assigned parking.
-2 BR unfurn apt
above garage. 5490/mo plus all ulil
Deposit S490 NO PETS!
B28 7th St. »2-2 BR unturn. apt
$475/mo, dep $475 Tenant pays
E.W.S NO PETS!
Spr Sem Rental List Now Available
Call John Newlove Real Estate, Inc
Rental Office At (419) 354-2260
Office al 319 E Wooster St.
across from Taco Bell

Management Inc.

NOW RENTING FOR
2005-2006

Call 353-5800
Hillsdale Apartments
1082 Fairview

4 bdrm house, 2 baths, 2 car garage, pond. Available Nov 16 or
next semester Call 419-494-8208

7 miles south ol BG in country, 2
bdrm apt $550/mo. *dep. * util

419-686-0566 or 686-7351

LISTINGS AVAILABLE
FOR 2005-2006
SCHOOL YEAR
We have Efficiencies
1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms.
3 Bedrooms, Duplexes & Houses
Pickup a list of available houses and
apartments at the rental office.
(across from Taco Bell)
ik Listings available for Spring Semester 2005 x

Stop in and talk with the friendly staff at

FREE HEAT

= VARSITY
■BSQUARE
APARTMENTS

Fuji Film Fine Pix S7000 + extras for
S550. Electric scooter for S100 or
best offer 513-267-1025

Call 419-686-4651

Everything is reasonably priced and
we are even open on Saturday.
Hours:
M-F 8:30- 5:30 Sat 8:30- 4:30

FEATURING

N
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419-353-2277
163 South Main Street
Bowling Green

• Pets welcome

1990 Toyota Tercel
S800 OBO
419-353-9195

3 bedroom apt "Excellent condition
Close to BGSU

Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great Locations.

Samliv

• Laundry facilities

For Sale

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL 319
ESTATE,
INC.
E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
3 BedtoomTownhouses
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Carports
BGSU Shuttle Stop
Can Have up to 5 People
on the lease
F«w open now!

< A
Evergreen Apartments
215 EastPoe
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Shuttle Stop

Heinzsite Apartments
710 North Enterprise
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Dishwasher
' Garbage Disposal
1
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bedrooms
Walk to Campus
' Few open now!

Green Beaver Apts.
642 South College
Effc. & 2 Bedroom in House,
Pets allowed
3 Bedroom Townhouses
Loft style
Washer/Dryer •
1 1/2 baths/2 Car Garage

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St.or
Check our website at
www.meccabg.com
for complete listing

